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EDITOR’S PREFACE
Of the hundreds of wireless books very few indeed 
deal with the super-het, a name which is now the 
recognised shorthand term for the supersonic hetero- 
dyne wireless receiver. Special conditions gave rise to 
the super-het, special advantages accrne to its use, 
special difficnlties arise in its operation, and it may 
fairly be claimed that this handbook is the first of its 
kind published in this country showing in simplc 
language exactly how the super-het functions, how 
eacli component plays its part, and what that part is, 
and at the samc time explaining with a wealth of 
detail, drawings and pliotograplis, how to build typical 
super-het sets. This Handbook will be found to.deal 
fully with tuning and management, and a letter to 
“ Amateur Wireless ” will ensure further information
on any point mentioned in its pages.

It will be noted that the introductory matter is from 
the pen of Mr. J. Ashton J. Cooper, who has made a 
special study of his subject, and that many of the sets 
hcre described were originally designed and constructed 
in the workshop of “ Amateur Wireless ” and “ Wire
less Magazine. s >

Bernard E. Jones, 
Editor, “ Amateur Wireless ” and 

“ Wireless Magazine.”
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THE
PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK

CHAPTER I

What the Super~het Does

The principle involved in the super-het (the supersonic 
heterodyne—to give its full name) is fairly well known, 
but for the benefit of those to whom the circuit is new 
a short explanation is here given. Those who have ex- 
perimented with H.F. amplification on the broadcast 
and the shorter wavelengths, will have realised the 
difficulties of applying more than two stages of H.F. 
amplification to the initial signals, owing to the ten- 
dency of the set to oscillate at every conceivable 
opportunity. The shorter the wavelength the greater 
do these difiiculties become, until when we arrivé at 
wavelengths of 100 metres or so the proposition is 
almost hopeless. The super-heterodyne receiver over- 
comes this difliculty in a delightfully simple and 
efficiënt manner. The incoming signal on the grid 
of the so-called first detector valve is heterodyned by a 
separate oscillating valve (see Fig. 1, p. 3), the 
frequency being clianged into one of a lower order (or 
higher wavelength). On this changed wavelength 
(generally about 5,000 metres) high-frequency amplifi
cation is perfectly stable and con trol lab le, and four H.F.



PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
amplifiers in cascade are generally used to amplify the 
signals before they are passed to the second detecting 
unit. This II.F. amplifier is known as the inter- 
mediate amplifier. It will be admitted by the reader 
that this is perfectly simple and straightforward, and 
that there is no mystery about it. In fact, there is no 
circuit, apart from a straight circuit, that is easier to 
control than the super-het receiver, provided that the 
operator has the little bit of useful lmowledge which 
will enable him to know exactly what is happening at 
the various points of his set and what components to 
put into it. It is best to forget the mystery and the 
awe-inspiring title and treat the set as you would an 
ordinary regenerative set.

Practical Considerations—The " First Detector.”—
The diagram (Fig. 2) illustrates the theoretical circuit, 
and the blocks outlined are: (a), first detector; (b), os- 
cilator; (o), intermediate amplifier; and (d), second de
tector. First of all consider (a), with its detecting gear 
and other apparatus. Upon this portion of the instru
ment depends the range of reception. A little con- 
sideration shows that this stage is nothing more or 
less than a straight circuit with its attendant tuning 
devices, a variable condenser, and an inductance or 
fiame aerial. "We know that in the ordinary receiver 
great care has to be taken to see that the utmost 
efficiency is obtained, even when Teceiving powerful 
near-by signals. The slightest irregularity in insula- 
tion or the presence of dielectric losses in the con- 
densers, etc., considerably diminish signal strength. 
Tlie valve lias to be supplied with a suitable grid leak



WHAT THE SUPER-HET DOES

and condenser, and a proper potential must be applied 
to the anode. Furthermore, we know from experience 
that the filament brilliancy is somewhat critical with 
most valves.

If we turn to the supersomc receiver again we

Fig. 1.—Diagrams Explainlng the Principle of Super-heterodyno 
Reception: A, Current due lo Carrier Wave; Ê, Current due 
to Local Oscillator; C', Combined Currents of Carrier and 
Oscillator; 2), Resultant Currents Reetifled; E, Resultant 
Lower-frequency Current

notice that exactly the same problems confront us, and 
that, furthermore, in the circuit shown by Fig. 2, 

have no reaction to reduce dumping in the tuning 
circuits and make up for high resistances and other 
sources of loss in the condensers and coils.

How much more important it is then, that wc

we
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UNDERSTANDING THE “ SUPER-HET ”
How Each Valve Functions

As amplification on the short waves is not 
always as stable as could be desired several 
methods have been developed to overcome 
this disadvantage, the outstanding example 
being that which is incorporated in the “ super - 
sonic heterodyne” receiver, popularly known 
as the “ super-het,” the action of which, in 
a typicai seven-valve arrangement, may be 
explained as follows:

No. 1, FIRST DETECTOR VALVE, receives the 
broadcast waves at very high frequency for the 
“ mixing ” operation (see pages 6 and 12).

No. 2, INDEPENDENT OSCILLATOR, mixes 
the high-frequency impulses from valve No. 1 
with its own local oscillations, thus creating a 
new set of oscillations at a lower or intermediate 
frequency (longer wavelength). These are passcd

f
to

Nos. 3, 4 and 5, LONGER-WAVE or INTER
MEDIATE FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS, 
which amplify the oscillations and pass them to

No. 6, SECOND DETECTOR VALVE, which 
detects the oscillations, transforming them into 
a series of unidirectional impulses, which are 
sent to

No. 7, LOW-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER, which 
amplifies at low or audible frequency and passes 
the impulses to the loud-speaker.

m
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
sliould treat this first valve with even greater care 
than we would our ordinary regenerative receiver, 
since we hope to receive signals which we cannot 
hear on an ordinary closely-coupled set, and, more- 
over, to receive these signals at considerable strengtli, 
and this on a frame aerial! It is true that we are 
using an oscillating valve to heterodyne the signals, 
but it is not regenerative reaction in the sense that we 
generally know it. For the time being we must treat 
this valve as an ordinary straight circuit without 
reaction.

If we are unable to find the wanted signals by 
ordinary methods with an ordinary receiver we cannot 
hope to receive our distant signals: and correspond- 
ingly, if by reason of losses caused by badly designed 
coils, condensers, or frame aerials the extremely weak 
oscillations in the first-valve circuit of the super 
heterodyne receivers are damped out of existence, no 
amount of amplification will bring them up to audi- 
bility, and they cannot proceed through the amplifier 
tö'their ultimate destination in the telephones.

What the First Detector Does.— Now this so- 
called first detector lias several functions (see p. 12). 
It is in reality a radio-frequency amplifier, and in 
many cases it will function perfectly well without the 
grid leak and condenser, which is shown in Fig. 2. 
This, however, will depend upon the valves used. The 
purpose of this auxiliary apparatus when used is to 
provide the grid of the valve with a suitable potential 
so that it will function in the desired manner; that is, 
as an H.F. amplifier. It is true that valves so fitted

;

6



WHAT THE SUPER-HET DOES

will rectify, but of ten valves will rectify without grid 
leak or condenser, according to the values of H.T. and 
filament potent ial. 
primary object is to see tbat the 
valve amplifies the carrier wave 
without respect to the modula- >
tion caused by the speech from 5 /* ®__
the transmitting station. ' s| ^ ~

In this connection, valves ï £ 4 ^
primarily intended for H.T. ---------- -
work do not, as a rule, rectify _ 
without a grid leak and con- ° ^ p
denser, and even then not Wo ®_______ ~
efficiently, but for efficiënt ara- I_______ L
plification exact values of H.T. 
potential and critica! filament ^ ~~
con trol are essential. This ^
should be borne in mind when || <v ^ g „
fitting up the first-valve stage, < ^I*
whicli is commonly termcd the J----------- 4-ig «
first detector. $<T °C |

Efficiency.—All this ob- r----CEk I o.
. . . . . Sj j ■ Jl3viously points to an expendi- ®

ture of much time and patience 
in rendering the first valve as 
efficiënt as it is possible to makc g 
it. A few experiments with | 
grid leaks and condensers, 
using the valve as an H.T. 
amplifier in an ordinary receiver, will soon deter- 
minc, the best vaiue to use, or whether it is neces-
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
Air is the only insulatorsary to use tliem at all. 

which should be used on the leads, and attempts should
be made to obtain one or other of the low-loss coils on 
the market if timing coils are to be used in the circuit. 
Most super-heterodyne receivers are designed for 
operation on a frame aerial, mainly because it then 
becomes exfcremely selective, and a minimum of inter- 
ference from s.tatics and unwanted stations is ex- 
perienced. Another point is that the use of the set on 
an open aerial may cause serious interference to other 
listeners on a slightly higher or slightly lower wave- 
length, and therefore such use should not be con- 
templated on broadcast wavelengths.

The Frame Aerial.—There appears to be an im- 
pression that any old frame aerial will do providing 
that its wavelength range will cover the wanted band 
of wavelengths. Some experimenters and manu- 
facturers simply rig up a couple of sticks on the cross 
principle and swathe it with sufficiënt wire to form a 
suitable inductance. Now, as previously pointed out, 
efficiency is the watchword for the first detector unit. 
The frame aerial takes the place of the inductance 
coil, and due regard should be paid to the question of 
losses and the like. As an experiment 5IT was 
received on a coil in London without a frame aerial, 
the coil being one of the low-loss type. On substitut- 
ing an ordinary eylindrical coil of equal inductance for 
the low loss, 5 IT was reduced to a mere whisper in 
comparison. This simple experiment shows that great 
attention should be paid to efficiency in the “ loop 55 or 
frame aerial.

8
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK

A frame aerial, tkeoretically sound in design and 
wliich in practice wili be found to give results equal to 
some of the extremely cumbersome arrangements used 
by amateurs, can be made up on a 2-ft. cross; tkat is, 
the arms of the cross are a foot long from the centra. 
The turns of wire, thirteen in number, are wound on 
the side of the frame and let into saw-cuts, already 
made in the wood, or in small lengths of ebonite strips 
screwed to the wood. The ebonite strips skould be 
4 in. long, and should have fourteen slots cut in. 
apart; the turns of wire should not sag so that they 
touch (see Fig. 4). No. 20 enamelled copper wire is 
recommended for the aerial.

Coils.—Should home-raade induction coils be used 
in the first detector tuning circuit, it is recommended 
that these should be of the “ skeleton ” type. Strips of 
ebonite, supported on tliree ebonite rings sawn from 
a 4-in. ebonite tube to form a coil former, may be 
wound with a doublé winding No. 20 d.c.c., and one 
of the windings removed af ter completion. 
efficiënt air-space coil will then be obtained, and results 
obtained by it difficult to beat with any but the best 
manufactured product.

Tuning Condensers.—It should be remembered 
that if a frame aerial is used, this should comprise the 
entire inductance if a maximum of signal streng th is 
desired, and therefore the practice of using loading 
coils in series with the frame, aerial should be aban- 
doned. Muck has been written and said in the past 
concerning the features which constitute a low-loss air 
condenser. Suffice it to say, that the points to be

An

IO



WHAT THE SUPER-HET DOES
looked lor on such a condenser are positive pig-tail 
connection to the moving vanes, vanes made solid with 
the supports, low valne of self-capacity by reason of 
good spacing between sets of vanes and end plates, 
a minimum of solid dielectric material, and absence of 
useless metal work.

It is important to bear in mind that when insert- 
ing variable condensers in a super-heterodyne receiver 
the moving vanes should always be connected to the 
filament side of the tuning circuit, and that the fixed 
plates go to the grid circuit. By following this mie. a 
minimum of hand-capacity effect will be experienced 
when tuning the set.

Grid Leaks, Grid Condensers and Wiring.—
Unfortunately, the grid condenser and grid leak are 
often the source of great losses and noise in the super- 
heterodyne circuit, and only reliable makes should be 
obtained. With reference to the grid condenser it is 
recommended that air-dielectric. fixed condensers 
should always be used with low wavelengths. It is 
of advantage to test the valve in an ordinary circuit 

• and apply suitable electrical values to it, as found by 
experiment.

As regards wiring, the usual rules hold good. All 
wires should be kept as short as possible. This does 
not necessarily mean that the components must be 
crammed up together in an uncomfortable heap, but 
rather that they should be provided with sufficiënt 
room for ease in wiring, and that the wires should take 
short cuts to their respective terminals and not fitted 
up with sharp right-angle bends. Bends should bc

i i



PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
hand-made with the finger and thumb, and should be 
easy sweeps, bufc should only be made where abso- 
lutely necessary. 
gauge, for it is possible to overdo the fetish of thick 
wiring and add considerable self-capacity to a set by 
cmploying wire of too heavy a gauge. In the circuit of 
the first valve, especially, these rules hold good, and in 
all cases the grid wires should be kept short.

We can say nothing more about the first stage of 
the super-het receiver, except that it is desirable to 
bear in mind that its function is that of an 'am mi fier of 
radio-frequencies first and foremost, and that its recti- 
fying propensities should be suppressed as mnch as 
possible, consistent with good amplification.

The Oscillator.—This stage is perhaps best con- 
sidered in conjunction with the first. The two stages 
can be considered as a kind of subtractor of fre
quenties, acting in a meckanical manner. We cause 
the oscillator to set up oscillations, which are mixed 
with the signal already in the first valve circuit. The 
oscillations set up by the oscillator are of a frequency 
which will produce a difference in frequency between 
the oscillator wavelength and the signal wavelength 
equal to that of the required wavelength. This is 
ketter understood by referring to wavelengths as fre- 
quencies, and considering all wavelengths as fre- 
quencies. To find the frequency of a signal we divide 
its wavelength into 300,000,000. Therefore, for,
300 metres, we have a frequency of 1,000,000.

Snppose we tune the oscillator to 286 metres, 
frequency is 300,000,000 - 286, which equals

The wire should be of medium

say,

our

12



WHAT THE SUPER-HET DOES
1,050,000 (approximately), and 1,050,000
1.000. 000 equals 50,000; 300,000,000 -r 50,000 makes 
our new wavelength 6,000 metres. This computation 
is, as can easily be seen, merely simple arithmetic. 
All we have to remember is that to find the frequency 
of a signal whose wavelength we know we divide
300.000. 000 by the wavelength, and to find the wave
length when we have the frequency we divide 
300,000,000 by the frequency.

Supposing now we have settled upon 6,000 metres 
as being the wavelength on which we are going to 
carry out our intermediate amplification; we can build 
our oscillator coils so that they will cover a wavelength 
band which will produce frequencies which, when com- 
bined with the frequency of the incoming signal, will 
produce signals of a liigher wavelength. For this 
purpose it can be seen that the oscillator coupler can 
be built to the same dimensions as an ordinary receiver 
tuner, which lias a tuned grid and plate circuit. The 
plate and grid coils are of exactly similar electrical 
properties, and are tuned by a variable condenser 
ncross the whole between the grid end of the grid 
coil and the plate end of the plate coil.

Any coils upon which it is possible to receive the 
desired wavelength band in a closed secondary circuit 
may be used for the purpose, hut both coils must be 
of the same size. It is of interest to note liere that the 
oscillations of the oscillator valve may be produced 
either below or above the frequency of the incoming 
wave in order to produce the new wavelength. This is 
useful, inasmuch as there are two points on the oscilla-

minus

!3



PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
fcor-condenser dial at wliich the same station may be 
heterodyned. The same interference is not likely to 
be experienced on bofch settings, and advantage of tliis 
may be taken when such interference is prevalent on 
one of the settings.

It will be abundantly clear that tbe tuning con- 
denser used in this circuit should be of robust construc-
tion, and should employ a vernier device; anybody 
wbo bas bad experience of working any type of hetero- 
dyne will realisc tbe difbculties of manipulating badly- 
made or 
attachment.

sticky condensers without a vernier 
This condenser is likely to have far 

more wear than tbe average receiving condenser, hence 
it is imperative to employ only tbe best, and it is of 
material advantage to so arrange it that tbe moving 
vanes are joined to tbe plate lead of the valve in order 
to avoid band-capacity effects.

The Intermediate Amplifier. —We have now seen 
that we can create any longer wavelengtb by hetero- 
dyning an incoming signal by means of a local osei 11a- 
tor at a frequency above or below its fundamental 
frequency, and that sucb wavelengtb is positively 
determined by tbe tuning of tbe oscillator. We can, 
b}r decreasing or increasing the frequency of the oscil
lator, cause our fundamental wavelengtb to have a 
very bigli, or a moderately high, amplifying wave
lengtb, but it remains for us to determine wliich wave
lengtb we intend to use. 
mediate amplifier, the design of which is likely to bc 
tbe subject of a great deal of experiment and dis- 
appointing results, unless the problem of high-fre-

I 4 > *

f

I

m

This brings us to tbe inter-
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WHAT THE SUPER-HET DOES
quency amplification is intelligently understood. In 
this connection it is of interest to note that the first 
or last stage of the intermediate amplifier acts as a 
kind of filter, through which only signals of a fre- 
quency to which it is tuned will pass.

The actual wavelength at which we amplify is 
therefore determined by the amplifier and not by the 
oscillator settings. The factor of primary importance 
in design is the nature of the signals which it is desired 
to obtain. Remembering that we are entirely de- 
pendent upon the amplifier for amplication of the 
signals received on the grid of the first valve, we have 
to consider which property we most desire: selectivity, 
quality, or efficiency. It might be stated right away 
that unless the design of the intermediate transformers 
is correct selectivity cannot bc obtained together with 
quality, nor can the highest possible sensitivity be 
obtained if quality is to be kept and distortion avoided. 
It would, indeed, be an ideal receiver which embodics 
all three of these proporties.

*5



CHAPTEK II

The Intermediate Transformers

The amateur who is at tlie present time interested in 
making or obtaining transformers suitable for use in 
the intermediate amplifiers should pause and consider 
the technical points which will raake for success.

Those who have experimented with liigh-freqnency 
amplification know that distortion arises when using 
more than one stage of amplification on broadcast 
wavelengths, especially when using selective or sharp 
raethods of amplification, such as the tuned-anode 
method.

On the other hand, there is a tendency to believe 
that high-frequcncy amplification is natnrally distor- 
tionless, and possibty this lias arisen owing to tlic 
fact that the use of iron-core transformers for note- 
magnifying purposes has been so persistently upheld 
as the cause of all the distortion in loud-speaker work. 
Therefore, it is only natural that these same people 
would arrivé at the conclusion that amplification on 
the high-frequenc}' side of the detector is a cure for 
all troubles in this respect. This is, unfortunately, not 
the case.

High-frequency Distortion.—In order to under- 
stand how high-frequency distortion arises it is 
sary to consider what takes place at the transmitter

i

I

}

neces-
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THE INTERMEDIA TE TRANSFORMERS
end. Here we have a steady carrier wave being modu- 
lated by speech frequencies. The carrier or continuous 
wave may have a frequency of 1,000,000 cycles, which 
will be equal to a 300-metre wavelength. If this 
carrier wave is properly modulated, variations in fre
quency will take place for a side-band frequency of 
approximately 10,000 cycles on each side of the 
carrier wave. It will be seen from this that in reality 
a 300-metre station will transmit speech and music 
on a wavelength slightly above and below that of the 
fundamental wavelength, and that if faithful reproduc 
tion is to be observed, provision has to be made in the 
intermediate amplifier of the super-heterodyne receiver 
for the inclusion of one or the other of these side-band
frequencies, so that they may be amplified in the
same proportion as the fundamental wavelength, and 
the modïilation peaks ’ * not be lopped olï. It is 
plainly apparent that with selective H.F. amplifica- 
tion, such as “ tuned-anode,” this canhot be done.

What Happens in the Super-het.—Before going 
further into the design we must also consider what 
happens in the super-heterodyne receiver. We know 
that we changed the incoming wavelength into a wave
length of a lower frequency (or high wavelength) by 
means of the oscillator so that we could conveniently 
and easily amplify it at radio-frequency. The extent 
to which we change the wavelength depends upon the 
settings of the oscillator valve, or the rate of the fre
quency which we superiraposed upon the incoming
signal.

If we heterodyne an incoming signal at 400-metre
*7
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wavelength with a frequency of, say, 385 metres or 
780,000 cycles, we get a wavelength equal to the 
difference in the frequency of the fundamental signal 
and the oscillator, in this case 780,000-750,000, which

VWWWWWV A

Flg. 5.—Cause X Dlstortlon. A, Steady-carrler Wave. B, The 
Modulated-carrler Wave. C, Dlstorted Reproductlon

equals 30,000 cycles, or 10,000 metres wavelength 
(approximately).

If we have a signal, say, 10 metres above this, and 
heterodyne it at the same rate, we get 780,000-730,000, 
which equals 50,000 cycles, or 6,000 metres. We can 
now see one of the reasons why the super-heterodyne 
receiver is selective, and also why within wide limits 
we need not make our transformers ultra-selective.

18



THE INTERMEDIATE TRANSFORMERS
Our signals, although originally only 10 metres apart, 
have now increased their difference to 4,000 metres 
(approximately) when heterodyning the incoming 
signals with the same setting of the local oscillator. 
Whether we amplify at the wavelength of 6,000 or 
10,000 metres or not depends upon the wavelength at 
which we fix the intermediate-frequency transformers. 
We could, if we wished, use botli wavelengths by 
tuning these transformers by means of an iron core, 
the coupling of which is variable to the transformer, or 
by means of a variable condenser; but sincc one of the 
primary objectives of the super-heterodyne receiver is 
to receive long-distance short-wave signals with ease, 
the use of a multiplicity of Controls of this nature is 
what we wish to avoid.

If we fix the wavelength at which our intermediate 
aiuplifier functions we must heterodyne all our received 
signals to that wavelength, or thereabouts, otherwise 
we shall not receive them at the detecting end of the 
amplifier, that is, the second detector stage. Therefore 
variable tuning of the oscillator valve by means of a 
variable condenser is resorted to, as this simplifies 
matters considerably. This condenser has already 
been referred to.

Assume that we receive a 300-metre station and 
heterodyne it so that it is changed to a wavelength of 
2,000 metres, and incorporate a transformer to amplify 
at this frequency; and suppose we have also a station 
transmitting on 310 metres. 
although heterodyned together with the 300-metre 
signal, will not cause interference on our 2,000-metre

This 310-metre station,
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amplifier, because its wavelength lias become far 
longer in proportion, as is evidenced by our earlier con- 
siderations. Our oscillator in this case would have 
been adjusted to 354 metres in order to licterodyne our 
300-metre signal to 2,000 metres, and our 310-metre 
signal will have become 2,650 metres, a separation of 
650 metres as against the origiual 10 metres. It is 
obvious that the higher the wavelength wc usc the 
wider does this separation factor become.

Utilising the Separation Factor.—This factor of 
separation can be turned to good account, and sim pl i- 
fies the design of the inlermediate transfomiers, 
inasmuch as these need not be sharp in their timing 
to within fairly wide limits in order to ensure selecr 
tivity. Another useful feature is that this safety area, 
through which we cannot be jammed by stations closer 
together than 10 metres, allows us to receive all our 
side-band frequencies and preserve the original signals 
in their undistorted form.

Experience with signals transmitted on the wave- 
length of 2,000 metres will show that it is not diflicult 
to build transformers which will receive and amplify 
over a band of wavelengths of 2,000 metres, plus the 
necessary additional 10,000 cycle band to include the 
side frequencies of the modulated signals. We sliall 
soon find, however, that it is an extremely difficult 
matter to make four air-core transformers exactly 
alike in electrical proporties!

Amplification of Parasitic Signals.—How far can 
we make our set ultra-selective and at the same time 
preserve the clarity of received music and obviate

20
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unwanted interference, such as locally-geuerated noiscs 
of the nature of dynamo hum, spark noises from 
electric bells, and the like? Wc have seen that the 
higher the wavelength at which we amplify the more 
selective our receiver is likely to be, since the width of 
our safety area increases wlien frequency is lowered, 
hut we must recollect that the higher we go in ampli- 
fying wavelength, the nearer we approach the 
audibility frequency at which noises of all kinds will 
be picked up on the transformers and wires and ainpli- 
fied to tbc same or a higher ratio as the required 
signals, to the detriment of long-dislance rcception.

Therefore, although many amateurs may be 
tempted to use long-wave amplification witli iron-core 
transformers because such transformers need not be 
so carefully matched, and in order to obtain super- 
selectivity, the practice will be unsatisfactory on 
account of the 
limitation of any super-sensitive receiver. In the 
super-heterodyne receiver this noise limit is doubly 
important, because of the near approach to the audible 
frequencies in the intermediate amplifier.

The Use of a Filter.—A method of overcoming 
this difficulty is to use an air-core sharply-tuned 
transformer in the last stage of amplification to cut out 
all but the wanted signal and reduce interference from 
statics or other unwanted interferences. This is 
generally referred to as the filter unit. Owing to the 
broadness of the tuning in the amplifiers themselves 
this interference is more likety'to be experienced on 
long-wave amplification than on

limit, which is really theï inoise

the shorter, and the
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use of the filter unit is essential with such long-wave 
amplifiers.

Another point which might be considered in trans- 
former design, with special reference to the high er 
waves, concerns the principle whereby we are able to 
amplify at a wavelength equal to the sum of the oscil- 
lator frequency and the fundamental frequency, or the 
dilference between them, a possibility already referred 
to. Thus a station is always received on two settings 
of the oscillator-condenser dial with the same setting 
of the inductance or aerial-tuning condenser, the 
dilference or distance between the settings of the 
oscillator condenser depending upon the wavelengths 
at which we amplify. This is, perhaps, none too clear 
until we study the principle involved, but the higher 
the amplification wavelength used the closer together 
become these settings of the oscillator, until we find 
that we are receiving the shorter wavelengths at the 
same time or in advanoe of the longer ones on the 
oscillator dial, and in close proximity to one another. 
This of itself will be confusing, and added to it will be 
the difficulty of extreme delicacy of touch in selecting 
our wanted station from a maze of unwanted ones. 
Therefore, in spite of the fact that there seems to be 
at least two arguments in favour of the use of these 
long waves (increased selectivity and ease of match- 
ing), the use of such long waves is likely to result in a 
noisy receiver, the sensitivity of which is wellnigh 
useless on account of atmospheric interferenoe and 
noises which are always present to a greater or lesser 
extent. lts use cannot therefore be recommended, in
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spite of the advantages, which are more apparent than 
real.

Quiet Amplification.—Wc will again turn to the 
shorter wavelengths of about 2,000 metres. Here we 
know that comparatively little difficulty will be ex- 
perienced in making an air-core transformer with the 
necessary flatness in tuning to include the side-band 
frequencies. This is because the side band does not 
cover such a wide stretch on the lower wavelengths as 
on the higher. Take, for instance, 300 metres less 
10,000 cycles (which makes our reception band from 
2S7 to 300 metres) and heterodyne this to 2,000 metres. 
For our changed wavelength we have 2,000 metres less
10.000 cycles, which makes the necessary band 1,870 
to 2,000 metres, or to cover 125 metres. This is a 
fairly easy proposition.

The Flat Peak.—If, however, we use 10,000 
metres we have 10,000 metres less 10,000 cycles, or
30.000 cycles plus 10,000 cycles, which equals 7,500 
metres. On subtracting 7,500 metres from 10,000 
metres we see that our transformer must cover a band 
of wavelengths of 2,500 metres, and amplify evenly 
over that frequency; hence the necessity for an iron 
core in the transformer.

A further example we will take is 6,000 metres. 
Here 300,000,000 divided by 6,000 equals 50,000 
cycles, the frequency of the fundamental carrier wave 
in the amplifier. To include the side-band frequencies 

must add 10,000 cycles; 50,000 cycles plus 10,000 
cycles equals 60,000 cycles, and 60,000 divided into 
300,000,000 equals 5,000 metres. On subtracting

we
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5,000 metres froxn 6,000 metres we see that our ampli- 
fying band must.be 1,000 metres broad, and unless wc 
do include this the side-band frequencies will be cut 
out of the amplifter and lead to distortion, but it is not 
an easy matter for the amateur to make a transformer 
with sufficiënt flatness in its tuning to cover even this 
band.

A Summary.—Iiaving gone thus far we will again 
examine our shorter-wave amplification problems. 
Here we see that our selectivity is suffering somewhat 
on account of the fact that the separation area is cur- 
tailed. The question which arises is, then, what wavc- 
lengtli sliall we use? The conclusions are summarised 
as a guide in this respect. For this rcason we will 
divide the wavelengths into three bands and consider 
the problem from the point of view of construction and 
also operation.

Long Wavelength
(7,000-10,000 metres.)

Operation.—Points in Favour: Increased selcc- 
tivity on account of wider “ separation area,” greater 
amplification, stability.

Against: Amplification of noises of audible fre- 
quency or origin, complications in tuning caused by 
closer positions of reception on oscillator dial, hand- 
capacity elïects noticeable.

Construction.—Points in Favour: Ease of match- 
ing of transformers as the use of these wavelengths in 
the amplifier has naturally selective properties, and
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critical matching not important because a very broad, 
flat peak may be used.

Against: Difliculty of construction of sucli trans- 
formers owing to their size and the difficulties of 
obtaining suitable iron laminations. (It might be 
stated in passing that these laminations must be very 
thin.)

Medium Wavelength
(4,000-7,000 metres.)

Operation.— Pointe in Favour: Good selectivity by 
reason of good separation area, good stability, com- 
parative absence of audio-frequency amplification, 
especially on lower end of the scale, good amplification, 
absence of hand-capacity effects, especially on lower 
end of the scale.

Against: Noisy on top end of scale, slightly de- 
creased amplification, hand-capacity effects noticeablc 
on higher end of the scale.

Construction.—Pointe in Favour: Ease of construc- 
tion for inclusion of flat peak, ease of matching wave
length of transformer.

Against: As compared to long wavelength there is 
nothing against.

Short Wavelength
(2,000-4,000 metres and bcloio.)

Operation.—Pointe in Favour: Absence of amplifi
cation on sounds of low-frequency origin, absence of 
hand-canacitv effects.
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Against: Lack of selectivity, low amplification, not 

quite so stable.
Construction.—Points in Favour: Ease of manu- 

facture on account of narrow, flat peak to include side 
bands.

Against: Matching must be carefully carried out. 
(A few metres out in either direction will be a serious 
matter.)

Hand Capacity.—Hand-capacity effects, it bas been 
stated, are more noticeable on the longer waves than 
on the shorter. This is due to the fact that the longer 
the wavelength used the greater the difference in fre- 
quency between this and the fundamental or incoming 
signal, and therefore any hand-capacity effects which 
take place on the operating devices will naturally be 
increased to the same extent as the ratio of increase 
in wavelength. The capacity effects are not in the 
amplifier itself, but between the oscillator and the first 
stage of amplification. When stability is mentioned 
we refer to the natural stability of the H.E. amplifier, 
which, it is well known, increases with the wave
length , even when the amplifier is in its most sensitive 
condition, but decreases when we attempt to use the 
short wavelength, so that we have to render the grids 
of the valves slightly positive in order to stabilise them, 
and thus cause a drop in our amplification factor.

26
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CHAPTEK III

Design and Equipment

Ha ving the foregoing in mind we are at liberty to 
dccide what appears to be the best range of wavelengths 
to use for amplification purposes. It will be seen that 
the best we can do is to effect a compromis© and use a 
wavelength of about 5,000 metres. Sbould we be pur- 
chasing transformers it would be as well to obtain the 
manufacturer’s cbart showing the behaviour of the 
component, with special reference to the “peak” of 
the signa! and the amplification factor. He will be a 
wise man wlio will insist on getting all the available 
information possible about bis contemplated purcbase 
before buying.

For the painstaking amateur wlio proposes to make 
bis own transformers tbere is obviously only one wave
length suitable to bis requirements, and that is tin» 
short one.

It is not particularly difficult to wind the transfor
mers wliich have an air core, but extreme care must be 
taken with the matching, and if possible tbis sbould be 
done on the actual valves be intends to use. The long 
wavelength transformer with its compulsory fiat top 
“ peak ” is a matter with which be sbould not deal 
unless be is prepared to experiment considerably with 
iron-core transformers. It is not au easy matter for
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him to acquire the desired curve, although for tlic 
manufacturer possessed of unlimited laboratory, con- 
stitutiönal- and other resources it is of course only a 
simple matter.

The Component Parts
When purchasinj the component parts for a super- 

heterodyne recciver it is as well to be sure tliat these 
are the best obtainable. It will undonbtedly mean an 
outlay of a few more shillings than would be expended 
in cheap and nasty material, but an economy in time 
and patience will be effected in the long run.

Condensers.—As regards the condensers only air- 
dielectric condensers of a sound mechanical structure 
should be obtained, and it is imperative that they 
should be of the low-loss type. Condensers which 
appear likely to cause scraping noises should be 
avoided, and these can often be found amongst those 
with rubbing contacts. On the other hand, there are 
some designs with rubbing contacts which will wear 
pcrfectly well, and many amateurs pref er these to a 

pig-tail ” connection.
The Potentiometer.—The potentiometer, although 

a simple instrument, is one which is likely to give end- 
less trouble owing to the nature of its duties. It must 
be robust, and there should be no doubt about the 
firmness of the contact between the selector switch and 
the resistance wire. 
searching for weak signals cannot be undertaken. It 
is always advisable that the potentiometer should have 
a high resistance.

\
\

\
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Jacks.—The switching in and out of valves is im

portant when running a large number of them, and on 
the grounds of economy it is often desirable to embody 
suitable switching devices in the set. Telephone jacks, 
which are designed not only to switch in the anode 
circuit, but also to break the filament circuit of the 
valve following, are now available, and these avoid 
the necessity of loading the panel with an unnecessary 
number of switches. These jacks will be the seat of a 
lot of trouble unless strongly built, so, also, for that 
matter will be switches, but telephone jacks are more 
apt to give trouble in this respect owing to their 
peculiar construction. They are, however, all things 
considered, the best accessory to use for the purpose.

Rheostats.—As in the case of a bright emitter set, 
these are often called upon to carry a heavy load of 
current, the wire should be of a large gauge, otherwise 
overheating will take place.

The OscillationCoupler.—This, generally speaking, 
is not called upon to carry any received H.P. current, 
except in the case of the small rotor or pick-up coil, 
which possesses a comparatively few number of turns. 
There is, therefore, no need to insist on a low-loss 
coupler, except in those circuits where a portion of 
the inductance forms the main portion of the tuning 
circuit.

•Precautions.—Before commencing to mount the 
components on the panel or sub-base it is always 
desirable thoroughly to inspect the parts before so 
doing, as sometimes sliglit mechanica! faults may be 
present which will cause considerable anxiety and
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delay in starting up the set. All couplers and trans- 
i'ormers should be with a pocket flash - 
lamp battery and a pair of ’phones, and variable con- 
densers should be tested in a similar manner. In the

clicked

latter case no loud click should take place when the 
phones and battery are placed across the two sets of 
vanes. The writer well remembers a couple of hours 
spent in trying to test a set in which the only fault 
appeared to be a broken rotor wire. The symptom 
in this case was a clearly defined heterodyne of many 
carrier waves, but no modulation of the signals !

Obtaining Results—When a super-heterodyne 
receiver has been built, apparently in full accordance 
with specific instructions, the constructor is tempted 
to expect that he should be able to manipulate the 
dials and receivc all the long-distance stations with the 
same facility as he can receive nearby powerful 
stations on an ordinary receiver, especially if he has 
read glowing accounts of the behaviour of the particular 
type of receiver which he had constructed. ISfow, 
although the super-heterodyne receiver is one of the 
simplest and most sensitive of circuits to operate iclien 
once it has been properly tuned up, it requires a little 
care and patience to get it going to the highest pitch of 
efficiency.

Because, for instance, it has been mentioned in a 
constructional article that 2BD (Aberdeen) has been 
received at loud-speaker strength on a 12-in. frame 
aerial in London it does not necessarily mean that the 
constructor will simply turn his control knobs and get 
the same result at the first attempt. The beginner

?
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should be moderate in his expectations, and he will find 
that his D X station will come in time. In all prob- 
ability he will fail to hear 2BD until he has “tuned 
up ” the set.

Adjusting the Sensitive Amplifier. — It will be 
found tliat in all supcr-heterodyne receivers whcre a 
potentiometer is cmnloyed for oscillation or volume 
control, the amplifier is extremely responsive to a 
critical filament voltage at certain settings of the 
potentiometer, especially when dull-emitter valves are 
used.

In order to ascertain exactly where this position is 
a few experiments will be necessary, starting off with 
the full-rated anode potential on the valves. The 
amplifier may scream at all settings of the potenti
ometer, but the pitch of the scream or oscillation will 
be controllable to within certain limits, thus showing 
that it is the amplifier which is oscillating and not the 
first “ detector ” or the local lieterodyne valve.

If this should happen it is advisable considerably 
to reduce the anode voltage and set the potentiometer 
selector in a midway position on the resistance, and 
then turn the filaments on very slowly. It will be 
found that there is a position where maximum amplifi- 
cation is obtained, and that in many cases this will occur 
before the filament has had its full-rated voltage across 
it. It will be defined by a slight hiss in the tele- 
phones. Increasing the filament voltage after this will 
merely result in reducing signal strength or causing 
distortion.

The potentiometer selector may now be turned
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slowly towards the ncgative side of the filament, and 
signals will become gradually louder, until at the 
extreme end the amplifier should commence to oscil- 
late and signals become slightly “ woolly. 
happens everything is working quite satisfactorily, but 
if the set shows no sign of oscillation sliglit increases 
of H.T. potential should be tried until there is a 
tendency to oscillate.

If the receiver goes into oscillation with a “ plonk ” 
whilst doing this, further sliglit variations of filament 
brilliancy should be tried until the regenerative effect 
is smooth.

An Obstinate Receiver.—Sometimes the amplifier 
will refuse te get into this very sensitive condition of 
mild oscillation in spite of all the juggling that can be 
done with the H.T. and filament, and this often 
happens when correctly designed transformers are 
used with the proper type of valve. If this should 
happen an auxiliary grid battery starting at IJ volts 
should be tried, and in some cases it may be necessary 
to increase this voltage to 4J volts. The method is 
illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 6.

It is not, of course, essential that the intermediato 
amplifier should oscillate to any great extent, but some 
perfectly good amplifiers may be classed as useless 
because the operator is unable to get them into a suffi- 
ciently critical state of sensitivity. For this reason it 
is as well to have just a little oscillation available in 
order that the operator should know that he is able to 
“tune up” the amplifier to a very sensitive pitch if 
desired, and the foregoing tests may be carried out

If this

>

>
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quite easily on a nearby broadcast station witlï the 
frame aerial against the signals, that is, the frame is 
flat to the oncoming signals and.not pointing in their 
direction, as is necessary in order to get full volume.

We are then, in the case of these experiments, 
damping down our extremely strong signals to almost 
a whisper, so that the input to the amplifier is very 
small and we are better able to judge the sensitivity of 
the amplifier. We do this because the human ear can- 
not so readily detect variations in the volume of sound 
when signals are at great strength.

Another feature of intei'est about the amplifier and 
tuning up ” is that the second detector is really a 

detector, and the best detecting valve available should 
be used. It is of little or no use expecting a valve 
designed for Ii.F. amplification to work in this posi- 
tion, and if the valve which we use works best in a 
straight circuit with a positive grid leak, such an 
arrangement should be used in this set.

Noisy Receivers.—Very often a “noisy” inter- 
mediate amplifier will result in the entire loss of weak 
signals. This noisiness may not be due to “ statics,” 
atmospheric conditions or dirty contacts, and the like, 
but rather to battery and valve noises. There is a 
tendency among amateurs to feed a number of valves 
pcrforming the same function, that is, H.F. or L.1T. 
amplification, by one H.T. feed wire, and thus a 
common anode voltage is imposed on the valves. It 
will often be found that this “noisiness” can be 
greatly decreased by giving each valve a separate value 
of anode potential, starting at the “ first detector ” end

< c
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with a comparatively low voltage and increasing eacli 
stage to the maximum voltage at the second detector. 
Each of these leads should be shunted by a high-value 
reservoir condenser of a capacity of not less than half a 
microfarad.

Sometimes “ noisiness ” in the super-het is caused 
by faulty grid leaks. Only the best obtainable should 
be used, especially in the “first” detector, and sub- 
stituting other grid leaks will speedily show whetlicr 
it is this which causes the trouble.

Other sources of noise owe their origin to the usual 
causes, bad or dirty contacts, microphonic noises owing 
to faulty construction of the valves, gassing accumula
tors, broken L.F. transformers and ’plione windings, 
or shorted or partially sliorted fixed condensers. Sucb 
noises are often steady and constant, and will con
tinue when the set is not vibrated. They must be 
tracked down by withdrawing each valve one by one 
from the first stage until a sudden stoppage will show 
where the trouble lies. If the noise gradually subsides 
on withdrawing the valves one by one, the fault should 
be looked for in the battery leads and condensers and 
in the batteries themselves.

Valves.— Some valves are extremely noisy when 
run in cascade, the noise in this case being something 
akin to “ frying. 
fiow between the filament, plate and grid, or are located 
in the point of entry of the filament, and are caused 
by the u&e of improper materials in the construction of 
the valve. It is obviously not possible to give a list of 
noisy valves, as very often a manufacturer will product'

)

Such noises are due to the electron
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a nurnber of such valves, even though liis usual pro
duct is quiet in operation, neither would it be fair to 
mention any particular make of valve as being noise- 
less in work of this nature.

It will be found tliat changing over the positions of 
tbc valves in the intermediate amplifier will often 
result in a great increase in signal strength, especially 
when the wavelengtb range of the transformer bas no

HT+
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Fig. 6.—Introduction of Auxiliary Grid-blas Baltery
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means of adjustment, such as a variable condenser bas. 
This is, as just stated, because the electrical properties 
of valves vary considerably in different batches, even 
though tliey are of the same manufacture.

Tuning-in Weak Signals.—The best method to 
adopt is, first of all, to note the relative position of the 
oscillator and tuning-condenser knobs when receiving 
strong signals. Assuming that this is 10 degrees we
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can commence to search, keeping this diiferenoc- 
between the condenser all round the dial, except at the 
top end, where the distance may broaden out some- 
what. It is best to slowly advance the oscillator dial, 
at the same time rotating the tuning condenser back- 
wards and forwards over a distance of 5 to 7
degrees. Should signals or a rustling sound be heard 
this may then be properly tuned in. The searching 
should always be carried out with the potentiometer 
on the negative side so that the intermediate amplifier 
is in its most sensitive condition. Should squeaks be 
heard, this denotes the presence of a carrier wave, and 
the potentiometer should be brought back to positivo 
so that the music or speech can be received.

Short-wave Working. — Invaluable as the super-
heterodyne receiver is for receiving broadcast signals 
over considerable distances, it is even more useful for 
reception on the very short waves, and, indeed, such 
a receiver in conjunction with a small loop aerial is far 
better for short-wave reception than any receiver 
fitted to an open aerial. K Dl A of America has, for 
instancc, been repeatedly received in London at loud
speaker strength (onc L.F. amplifier) with such a 

nights when it was impossible to receive 
that station on an open aerial, and amateur short- 

C.W. stations, both home and foreign, can be

receiver on

wave
picked up by the dozen. If the reader has already 
built for himself a super-heterodyne receiver suitable 
for broadcast reception, and the oscillator coupled just 

band of wavelengths between, say, 200 andcovers a
500 metres-, this is suitable for short-wave reception
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in spite of the comparatively long fundamental wave- 
lengfch of the coupler.

Harmonies. — In this case we utilise the harmonie 
period method of reception. We know that an oscil- 
lating valve generates oscillations at harmonie periods 
in arithmetical progression below the fundamental 
wavelength, that is, at one-half, one-third, etc., of the 
wavelength. We can utilise this by heterodyning 
short-wave signals by the harmonie of our local oscil-

SHORT-
ClRCUITinG
SWITCH,

•0005
r

Fig. 7.—Sharp-tuning Arrangement

lator. Thus, if we set our tuning condensor at a posi- 
tion whicli we know will bring in 200-metre signals wc 
can, by inserting a suitable short-wave coil or loop 
aerial in the tuning-circuit receiver, also bring in 
signals on the wavelength of 100 or 33 metres on this 
setting when the aerial is tuned to that frequency.

It will bc seen from the foregoing that it is pos
si ble to receive short waves on any Standard broadcast 
super-heterodyne receiver, and all that is required is to 
alter the main tuning inductance, be it loop aerial or
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coils. Iveception on the very short waves is rather a 
different proposition to receiving broadcast. The 
tuning is extremely sharp, and capacity losses must be 
avoided at all costs in the manner which has already 
been indicated in connection with the first detector.

As regards sharp tuning, it will be found that an 
ordinary .0005 microfarad condenser, even when fitted 
with a verniel* dial, is somewhat coarse or cumbersome 
in its operation, and it will be foünd desirable to in- 
corporate in the set a fixed condenser of equal value to 
the oscillating-tuning condenser and in series with it, 
and a short-circuiting switch to short-circuit this 
condenser when broadcast is being received.

The condenser should be of the low-loss type, and 
its use will halve the capacity of the tuning condenser, 
thus making for easier tuning, since the short-wave 
signals will be further apart on the dial and compara- 
tively flat. (See 3?ig. 7.)

Super-het Interference.—There is no doubt that 
the super-heterodyne recelver is capable of causing a 
great deal of interference to near-by neighbours, even 
when used on a frame aerial. This interference is 
only momentary, however, since the radiation takes 
place below or above the wavelength of the station 
which is being received. Such interference will be 
caused mostly by those persons who are always on the 
search and cannot settle down to any particular pro- 
gramme, and will cause an endless succession of 

chirrups ” in the neighbouring receiver when the 
station which is receiving is passed over.

It would be a pity if the popularity of the super-

< <
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heterodyue receiver were marred owing to tliis 
characteristic, and it is suggested that users would do 
well if they refrained, as far as possible, from passing 
over the carrier of the local station when they have a 
neighbour a few yards away who is listening to that 
station.

On the other hand, when using the set on a frame 
aerial it is unlikely that any interference will be caused 
to a neighbour four or five doors away, and it is still 
more unlikely that two super-bets situated in close 
proximity one to another will heterodyne the same dis- 
tant station at exactly the same frequency and cause 
mutual interference.

The chances of an operator heterodyning a distant 
station at the same frequency as the local station are 
also remote, so far as we in England are concerned, 
since we have a fairly wide area bet ween our stations. 
But the fact remains that this is possible, and care 
should be taken to see that the operator does not un- 
duly interfere with the pleasure of ncarby listeners.
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CHAPTEB IV

Faults and Their Remedies

Total Absence of Signals.—This will occur througli a 
broken circuit in tbc oscillator or first-detector stages. 
The wiring should be carefully cliecked over and valve 
pins opened out so tbat they make good contact witb 
the grid and anode leads. The loop aerial should also 
be inspected for a broken terminal wire. On the other 
hand, the oscillator may not be functioning. This is 
checked by putting a pair of phones in the + plate 
lead of the oscillator valve, removing all other valves 
and touching the grid or plate terminals of the valve 
vvhen the filament is alight. This should result in a 
loud “ plonk ” in the phones, due to a sudden rush of 
current in the anode lead. The H.T. battery leads 
being reversed will also cause absence of signals, as 
also might the reversal of the L.T. leads. By-pass 
coudensers should be inspected for possible short- 
circuits, and checked with phones and battery. If no 
loud click is heard these are quite in order. There 
will, however, be a slight click with high-value 
condensers.

Partial Absence of Signals.—This is cliaracterised 
by an absence of comparatively high-power long- 
distance stations, whilst the near-by stations appears 
lo be of good strength. Assuming that the experi-
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FAULTS AND THEIR REMEDIES
menter knows how to tune the set, the H.T. and L.T. 
leads should again be inspected for reversal. Check 
over the intermediate amplifier and note whether the 
nearby station increases in strengtli as the potenti- 
ometer is moved to the negative L.T. side. If this 
does not happen additional negative grid bias should 
be applied between the selector switch of the pofcenti- 
ometer and the grid leads to the amplifier. It is also 
as well to see that the L.T. voltage is lip to the re- 
quired Standard before testing the potentiometer, as 
indicated.

Strong signals will often pass throngli a fonr-valve 
amplifier when.one valve has been removed, but weak 
signals will be absent. Check over the valves for bad 
contacts, or, if dull emitters are used, test the filaments 
for continuity with a dry cell.

If the timing condensers are not of the best, suspect 
these of losses and try different values of grid leak for 
both the first and last detector.

See that the frame aerial or the set is not against 
a metal body of large surface area, which may seinen 
it, and keep it away from the inlluence of an outdoor 
overhead aerial. Such an aerial often sereens the set 
and annuls its directional properties, or in some cases 
changes them.

See that the frame is pointing in the proper direc- 
tion to receive the wanted station. Sometimes a 
badly-wired set will have serious losses in the H.P. 
circuits. See that all wires of opposing polarity are 
kept far apart and as far as possible uninsulated, except 
by air. See that flux or resin has not insulated the
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fixed condenser or other soldering tags from th-eir 
contacts.

Capacity Effects.—Iland-capacity effects will be 
noticeable in a receiver, the intermediate ampniier ol' 
which is operating on a very long wave. The remedy 
is to reduce the wavelength.

The stationary vanes of variable condensers should 
always be connected to the grid of the valve, and 
should they be otherwise this will cause hand-capacity 
effects.

By-pass condensers of adequate value (half a micro- 
farad) should be placed across each positive and nega
tivo pair of leads from the H.T. battery, and all other 
small values of capacity inserted in the circuit where a 
high resistance to H.F. currents is presented by the 
components.

It is of material advantage always to place such a 
condenser across the telephone leads, and this may 
have a value of .00*2 mfd. to .005 mfd.

All isolated metal work, such as tin condenser 
sheaths, iron fixing brackets, L.F. transformers, iron 
cores, and the like, should be connected by nieans of 
suitable leads to the negative side of the L.T. battery.

Capacity effects may be noticeable when the body 
comes across the directional side of the aerial, and this 
is, of course, easily avoided. Earthing the accumula
tors will result in the removal of a large percentage of 
capacity effect.

Doublé Signals.—This is not a fault, but a 
characteristic of the super-heterodyne receiver. The 
same signals will be received on two settings of the

\
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oscillator dial provided that the aerial-tuning condensor 
is not altered. These positions should be about 10 
degrees apart for comfortable working, but they may 
be 30 or more degrees apart. They should cer- 
tainly be not less than 5 degrees apart, otherwise 
difficulties will be encountered in tuning. The small 
separation area dcnotes the short-wave intermedia te 
amplifier.

Frying Noises. — These may be due to bad battery 
contacts, or a faulty valve, or to static conditions. 
Disconnecting the aerial will prove whether it is the 
latter, and if that is the case it cannot be avoided 
until the weather is more favourable.

Fading. —This is characterised by an intermittent 
reception of distant signals when they get slowly weak 
and then increase in volume. In some cases they 
entirely disappear. This is an atmosplieric condition, 
not due to the receiver, and varies according to the 
time of the year and time of day. It is very prevaler»t 
at sunset and during the dark hours.

Fading might be caused by a faulty H.T. battery, 
and this should be tested to stand up to the correct 
voltage with a load in milliamperes, according to the 
valves used, allowing about 2 milliamperes per valve. 
Anotlier source of trouble may be in one of the valves 
in the amplifier going “ soft ” after it has functioned 
satisfactorily for some time.

Howling.—This may be traced to the L.F. ampli
fier. The application of suitable negative grid bias 
and earthing, or connecting the iron core to the nega
tive L.T. side will cure the trouble. Also see that
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there is no coupling between the windings of the trans- 
formers, and that tliey are nicely air-spaced, not less 
than 4 in.

Howling may take place in the intermediate ampli- 
fier, and it may be governed by the potentiometer or 
by dimming the filaments. If it is not controllable the 
trouble may be looked for in the first detector. See 
that this is not oscillating through some form of 
capacity coupling in the wiring, and reduce the H.T. 
pofcential slightly. Should the howling be variablc 
with the timing of the frame aerial, it is almost certain 
that it is this valve.

The oscillator will sometimes set up an audible howl 
if the coupler is placed in close proximity to the inter- 
mediate-amplifier transformer, or near the aerial 
tuning condenser.

Intermittent Clicks.—This may be due to *4 key 
click ’ ’ from a neighbouring high-power wireless 
station, or to a local noise from a sparking dynamo 
commutator, or the like. The remedy is to screen the 
set by rneans of a wooden box lined with tinfoil glued 
on to the woodwork. It may be necessary to treat the 
ebonite panel in the same manner, cutting away the 
tinfoil in places where the component parts would 
otherwise make electrical contact with it. Another 
form of intermittent click is experienced when the 
potentiometer-selector switch is making poor or no 
contact.

Jack Troubles.—Jack switches are always likely to 
be the source of trouble owing to their construction, 
and they should be periudically examined, and care

i
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taken that the various contacts are “ making 
perly. When they are first installed in a set the in- 
trusion of flux and resin between the springs should 
be prevented, or this will lead to considerable trouble 
at a later date.

Lack of Modulation.—This may be due to the 
intermediaire amplifier oscillating, or to a fault in the 
aerial circuit. It will be found that numerous carrier 
waves can be received, but no speech or music.

If the trouble is in the intermediate amplifier the 
potentiometer should control it, and the grids of the 
valves made slightly more positive to kill the oscilla- 
tion and bring in the modulation. The amplifier 
should, strickly speaking, only just oscillate riglit at 
the negative end of the potentiometer, and a reduction 
in H.T. voltage should be tried if the oscillation is 
pronounced, when the potentiometer is set in any other 
position.

The aerial portion of the oscillator coupler may 
have a break in the windings, and this will result in 
the reception of carriers, but no_ modulation.

Parasitic Noises. — The parasitic noises of a super- 
het are many and various. They may be due to static 
conditions, intermittent or dirty contacts, or to the 
valves themselves. Should the noisc ccasc on rc- 
moving' the frame aerial it is static. On the other 
hand, if they persist, a half-hour or so spent in over- 
hauling the entire set must be contcmplatcd. This 
should first of all take the form of removing the valves 
one by one, commencing with the first detector, and 
should the noise suddenly cease the trouble is in that

pro-
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circuit. If, on the other hand, the noise gradually 
decreases it is fairly safe to assume that it is in one or 
other of the batteries. Clean up all battery contacts, 
and have a good look around for possible poor contacts 
in the set itself, both in the valve feed leads and in the 
H.F. circuits. Always look for trouble in variable 
condensers which have no positivo connection to the 
moving vanes, and also in the valve pins and 'sockets. 
Blow out all dust with a pair of bellows, or brush it out 
with a small, good-quality camelhair brush, taking 
care that the brush does not deposit any hairs in the 
set. It is also as well to suspect the by-pass reservoir 
condensers across the H.T. and examine the insula- 
tion to see that tliere is no leakage. Check over the 
grid leaks.

Operational Noises.—Tliere is nothing more 
aggravating than a set which is noisy when tuning in 
signals. Badlv-made variable condensers will cause so 
much noise that it will be wellnigh impossible to wear 
the phones. Potentiometers are notoriously noisy, 
and tliere is only one noiseless one known to the writer, 
tliïs being the one manufactured by the Central 
Laboratories of America. Clcaning up the surface of 
the resistance wire with a piece of glass-paper will 
considerably reduce the scraping noises found in 
ordinary potentiometers. Whcther or not tliis type 
of noises will be prcvalcnt in a set depends upon the 
jndicions selection of good parts by the constructor. 
A further seat of operational noise is in loose contacts, 
when the set will chatter to sucli an extent that the 
constructor would be spcedily redueed to a state of

1
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“ nerves if the trouble were not removed. Somc 
types of geared vernier dial are noisy because the gears 
are not permanently in mesh.

Typical Noises.—In a well-constructed set there 
should be no noise unless the intermediate amplifier 
is working very close to the negative side of the 
potentiometer rcsistance. The noise in this case will 
take the form of a faint hissing, but this should only 
be experienced when the aerial and oscillator are in 
tune. If noise of this character is prevalent at all 
settings of the condensers it is in the valves themselves, 
and there is no remedy, neither for that matter is such 
ncccssary, except that the presence of the hissing only 
when both oscillator and aerial are in tune is a great 
help to searching.

Lack of Oscillation.—Under the heading of 
absence of signals a method of detecting lack of oscil
lation has been explained. This trouble may be due 
to improper values of H.T. and filament voltage, or 
to wrong connections of the oscillator coupler, or a 
broken wire in the circuit.

If the wiring and coupler winding appears correct 
dilTcrent values of both H.T. and L.T. might be tried. 
Kcducing the latter will often set the valve into oscilla
tion, and the former may be increased or decreased 
according to which gives the best results. It is often 
beneficial, where a mixed assortment of valves is used, 
to employ a separate H.T. feed for the oscillator, since 
some valves are critical of their treatment in this
respect.

Rheostat Troubles.—Slight troubles may be causcd
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witli faulty or badly-designed filament rheostats. One 
such trouble is inability to control the filament voltage 
within narrow limits, and this is very marked when 
using dull-emitter valves.

Reversal of Direction.—Sometimes when the re- 
ceiver is earthed by means of a long earth lead it will 
be found that the directional properties of the aerial 
are reversed or altered. Por instance, signals which 
should come from the north may be strongest from the 
east or west, or vice-versa. The remedy is to remove 
the earth or provide a veiy short wire leading direct 
to earth and not to a water-pipe, unless this enters 
the ground immediately.

Squeals.—A receiver will sqneal if the intermediate 
amplifier is oscillating violently, or in some cases if 
the aerial is far out of tune with the oscillator. To 
check violent oscillation the potentiometer is brought 
into play, although such squealing may be caused by 
an electrostatic or magnetic coupling between the 
transformers. A broken lead between the secondary 
of the H.P. transformer and the potentiometer may 
also cause squeals. In cases where reaction is taken 
from the first detector to the aerial or timing in- 
ductancc, care should be taken that the amount of 
reaction applied is not excessive.

Lack of Selectivity.—This is often due to too tight 
a coupling between the rotor and stator of the oscillator 
coupling or defective grid condensers. If the trans
formers are correctly designed a modification of the 
oscillator coupling will have the desired result.

*
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OHAPTER V

The Tropadyne Six-valve Super-het

Advantages of the Tropadyne.—The tropadyne Sys
tem is an alternative method of super-heterodyne 
reception, its main advantage being that economy in 
valves is offected by dispen si ng with the usnal separate 
oscillator employed in the ordinary super-heterodyne. 
It is easy to operate and the tuning is constant, there- 
fore records of dial readings may be kept for future 
occasions. It is the only super-heterodyne receiver 
that does not pass high-frequency oscillations into the 
aerial, and may therefore be used on an outside aerial 
without fear of causing interference to other listeners.

In the circuit described in this chapter, and known 
as the tropadyne circuit, a self-heterodyning detector 
valve is employed, this having two independently tuned 
circuits arranged so that the tuning of one has no effect 
on the tuning of the other; therefore one of the valves 
of the ordinary super-heterodyne (the separate oscilla
tor) is dispensed with. The word tropadyne is 
derived from the Greek tropia, to change, and dyne, 
meaning force; the term referring to the single valve 
acting both as detector and frequency changer.

Other points of interest in connection with this re
ceiver will be cited as the description of the construc- 
tion of the instrument proceeds (see Figs. 8, 9 and 11).
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TROPADYNE SIX-VALVE SUPER-HET
Ë^The Panel and Baseboard.—The layout of the 

panel is shown in the diagram (Fig. 10). In order to 
obtain ease in working, it is recommended that a full- 
size drawing of the ebonite should bc pre pa red, allow- 
ing a 2-in. overlap round the edges, and that this paper 
should be laid on the ebonite with the overlap folded 
under the panel af ter the latter lias been properly 
trued up, and the holes centre-punched through the

rl'-ittül
T — EBOff/TE TUBE

' S’ _O/ff.

'£«Nk
/P OP /,5 OS

r

Fig. 13.—Constructlonal Details ol H.F. Translormer

paper. The panel ma}' then be drilled, and engraved 
where considered necessary.

The baseboard is shown in Fig. 12. It should be 
of hard wood £ in.* thick.

High-frequency Transformers.—The H.F. trans- 
former is shown diagrammatically in 
Although these transformers are not difficult to wind 
providing that the amateur bas the facilities for so 
doing, it will perhaps be desired in most instances to 
purchase them ready made. A suitable type of trans- 
former is that known as the Tropaformer.

If it is desired to make a transformer, the iron core

Fig. 13.
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should be 2} in. long by £ in. wide, and be composed 
of thin Silicon steel laminations built up to J in. thick; 
the laminations should be the thinnest obtainablc. 
The primary coils consist of 500 turns of No. 30 s.s.c. 
wire wound on a bobbin 1|- in. in diameter by § in.

/•$ wooo
/

/ * TERM/NRL
HOLES

© o O O 
------------- ►

/NS/DE
D/MENS/ONS^i

Flg. 14.—Box for Transformer

wide and with a f-in. hole through the centre. Each 
layer of wire may be separated with thin wax paper. 
The bobbins may be made up from a -g-in. tube with a 
pair of wasliers to form the end cheeks. The sccondary 
coils are similar in construction, hut the bobbins are

U'-0-0—©-
)h----------38 ------

TERM/NflLS

Flg. 15.—Terminal Strip

wound with 1,000 turns of No. 30 s.s.c. wire. The 
number of turns is not critical. The two bobbins are 
spaced J in. apart, and both windings are put on the 
formers in the same direction, sufficiënt wire being left 
to connect to the four terminals on a terminal plate.

The transformers are enclosed in small wooden
54
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boxes made Trom Jr-in. fretwood, as shown in Fig. 14. 
The box is previously drilled for four terminal wires, 
and four small terminal strips ai*c prepared, as shown 
in Fig. 15. Next, the box is lined with tinfoil. The 
transformers are fitted in the boxes and wired to the 
backs of the terminals on the strip, which is screwed 
to the outside of the box, leaving two extra leads on 
the i.s and o.s. terminals of the transformer. These 
leads are necessary for attachment to the timing 
condensors.

The Tuning Condensers.—The tuning condensors 
have a maximum capacity of .0005 microfarad. Small 
mica-dielectric condensers of this capacity should be 
used, as they are readily mounted on the tops of the 
transformer boxes, thus keeping the wiring to a 

Wh en once these condensers have beenminimum.
set at the required capacity they will not necd to be 
altered. The spare leads from the o.s. and i.s. 
terminals are taken to each of the condenser terminals
through holes in the top of the transformer box. The 
question of dielectric losses is not so important in this 
amplifier, as amplification takes place on wavelengths 
of from 3,000 to 7,000 metres, where such losses do not 
so readily occur. The object of lining the transformer 
boxes with tinfoil is to protect the windings from un- 
wanted interference from signals emanating from long- 
wave stations.

The Oscillator Coupler.—The oscillation coupler 
is simple to make. The stator may consist of a piece 
of tube 3£ in. in diameter and 2 in. long. This is 
fitted with a small bracket, as shown in Fig. 16; the
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coupling coil is provided with suitable fitments so that 
it may be rotated axially. By arranging the coupler 
in this manner a verniel* movement is obtainable. The 
windings of the stator consist of 50 turns of No. 26 
d.s.c. wire; the rotor lias 26 turns of No. 26 d.s.c. wire. 
The stator lias a tap taken at the twenty-fifth turn, 
and may for expcrimental purposes on shorter wave- 
lengths than broadcast be provided with four tappings 
of 10 turns eacli, taking two at each side of the centre

2"
ROTOR 26 TURNS,.

N*26DSC. ZH-O/R.
P

r
\ HT34 Kstrtor so turns

e N°26 DSC W/TH 
~G CENTRE TRP O/R.\

y c
F

FIg. 16.—Osclllator Coupler

tap. The rotor should have about 6 in. of flexible wire 
soldered to the ends of the winding, and the stator 
should be provided with at least five small terminals 
to take both stator and rotor winding ends. Should 
the additional number of tappings have been taken, a 
corresponding number of terminals must be fitted.

The terminals should be marked ht and p ; these 
are for the rotor windings. The stator windings 
should be marked, one set of tappings on one side of 
the centre tap F for filament, and the other set of tap-
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pings on the ofcher side of the centre tap g for grid. 
The centre tap should be marked c, as this goes to the 
fixed condenser. The g and F terminals should be at 
what will be the base of the stator former when this is 
mounted on the panel, and the ht, p, and c terminals 
may be at the top.

The Valve Holders.—The valve bolders are of the 
baseboard-mounting type. Should none of these be 
available, they may be readily made up as indicated in 
Fig. 17. Before they are finally screwed down to the

9 VRIV£ / 
50CX£ró/^2

+ -2 F/BRETVBe\\i,i 
LEGS O ff O/ST/tA/CE^ZJ *

P/ECES f *
H

I
* WOOO 5CREWS 

FOR F/X/NG
Fig. 17.—Valve Holder

baseboard they should each be provided with four short 
ends of bare tinned wire radiating from the valve 
soclcets, these being of sufficiënt length for soldering 

Ordinary valve sockets are, of course, fittedpurposes. 
to the little tables.

Components.—Having now completed making up 
these parts, the following additional components are 
required:

Four mica dielectric variable condensers, .0005 (for 
the L.F. transformers referred to if not already 
obtained); two .0005 variable air-dielectric condensers; 
one low-frequency transformer (a Boyal is used in the 
illustration); two filament rlieostats; one potenti- 
orneter, 300 to 400 ohms (this should be very robust);
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onc .0003-microfarad fixed condenser (grid condensor); 
two .0005-microfarad fixed condensers ; one .003 to .005 
fixed condenser; two Apex vernier dials; one dial for 
oscillator coupler (not more than 3 in. in diameter); 
two grid leaks (.25 to .5 megohms and 1.5 megohms); 
one single-circuit jack; one five-point jack; five brass 
terminals (large); sixteen small terminals (for H.F. 
transformers); five or more small terminals for oscillator 
coupler; about 50 ft. tinned No. 16 copper wire for

1

/4 TURNS H?/8 .■ 
y' SPA CEO $

\" EBON/TE STRIPS 
W/TR SERRATEO 

EOGESb
i > A SMALL METAL 

B RACKETS.4 STROTS J

Fig. 18.—Details of Frame Aerial

wiring up; sundry odd brass screws and wood to inake 
cabinet; and -1 lb. No. 20 d.c.c. wire for frame aerial; 
six valves.

The Frame Aerial.—Fig. 18 shows a suitable con- 
struction of frame aerial for broadcast reception. This 
may be easily made up from the diagram given.

Mounting the Components.— Fig. 12 shows the 
layout of the baseboard. It should bc marked out in 
pencil on the ivood; the relative positions of the parts 
are clearly indicated. Af ter this the components 
should be screwcd in their respective [xisitions and
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fthe variable condensers, Apex dials, oscillator coupler, 
rheostats, potentiometer and jacks, etc., fitted to the 
panel. As regards the valve sockets on the baseboard, 
it will be noted that the second, tliird, fourth and fifth 
valves are paired as regards position. This is done 
in order to conserve space; the positive terminals of 
the filament sockets of each pair of holders are wired 
together so that the holders butt on to each other with 
a eommon feed wire. This wire should bc attached to 
the filament sockets before the latter are finally 
screwed to the baseboard.

Wiring.—The theoretical circuit diagram is shown 
in Fig. 19 and the values of all components are shown 
thereon. In wiring, as little flux and solder as possible 
should be used. Use the binding nuts and washers on 
the terminals of accessories wherever possible.

First wire up the baseboard components. C'om- 
mence with the oscillator end of the board and wire 
the filament circuits first, keeping all main L.T. leads 
in front of the sockets, as in Figs. 9, 11 and 24. 
The H.F. transformers and H.T. circuit should be 
wired next. It is a good plan to engage the requisite 
short lengths of wire beliind the transformer terminals 
making the B + leads to the H.T. battery assurne 
a vertical position with a short forward projccting tag 
sufficiently long to solder to the main H.T. feed wire. 
This wire will then be slightly raised above the level 
of all other wires, and will be out of the way. Next 
the grid, filament and plate leads on the transformers 
are wired as indicated. It will be noted that all these 
wires are very short. Finally, the L.F. transformer

i
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and five battery feed terminals at the rear of the set 
are wired up, remëmbêring thronghout this wiring that 
the leads have in some cases to go to the jacks on the 
panel, and therefore they must be sufficiently long to 
reach those components.

Fitting the Panel.—The panel has now to be

LOOSE TOP

«f /'TERM/HAL 
HOLE9

I ------ 2~2'---------
FIg. 20.—The Cablnet

wired up. Remember in this case also that the leads 
have to join otliers, so allow ample wire for these con- 
nections. The jack-to-filament wires are the only 
ones on the jacks which go to the baseboard; all the

j_ ■ | é SQUARE
0 WOOOEH FRAME©:

ré-—s4—-
\ FRETWOOO

Vl-• i
Flg. 21.—End Elevatlon ol Cablnet

óthers are fed from the Ij.F. transformer and terminal 
panel. Af ter wiring, it will be found that before con- 
necting up to the baseboard, the panel will have to be 
fitted and the filament wires on the baseboard sligbtly 
adjusted so as not to short-circuit the two filament 
rheostats.
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
The panel ma}' now be fixed to the baseboard and 

the wiring completed, after which it should be care- 
fully checked for accuracy and possible short-circuits. 
A pair of flexible leads are attached to the timing con- 
denser c1 and the positive filament terminals, and 
these are led throngh two holes in the side of the case 
for connecting up to the frame aerial.

The Cabinet.—A simple scheme for a cabinet for 
the instrument is given in Figs. 20 and 21. It is com- 
posed entirely of f-in. and J-in. fretwood. Oak was 
used in the model shown in Fig. 8. The completed 
set should on no account be left uncovered or dust will 
speedily render it unusable.

The Timing Inductances.—The set described was 
designed for use witli a frame aerial, and no tuning 
inductances are required; but should the constructor 
so desire he may adopt it for use on the outdoor aerial 
by the addition of a pair of inductances wound on 3-in. 
ebonite formers. Fig. 22 gives details of suitable coils, 
and the ends of the windings are lettered to corre- 
spond with the insertion of the coil in the circuit in 
the manner illustrated in Fig. 23. There is in
sufficiënt room for the inclusion of this coil in the set 
so far described, so thafe it will have to be mounted in 
a separate cabinet. The two flexible leads on the 
tüning condenser and filament wires should be taken 
fo a pair of terminals on the face of the panel, and a 
wire provided between these and the cabinet contain- 
ing the inductances.

The set will not radiate and will not therefore 
cause interference if used in this manner, but it will

i
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TROPADYNE SIX-VALVE SUPER-HET ;

be found that interference from static, etc., will be 
experienced when working on the outside aerial.

Operating the Tropadyne. — The tropadyne 
super” is easy to manipulate, but requires some 

patience until the user learns the meaning of the
( <

VEI:40 TURNS 
N° 24 S.S.C. i23'

8 TURNS I 
N* 24 SS.C "11 'F*rY?

Fig. 22.—Inductance £or Outside Aerial}

different sounds he will hear. First of all the .0005- 
microfarad mica dielectric condensers on the H.F. 
transformers should be set at about 50 degrees. This 
is purely arbitrary, and greater amplification will be

i

c 11fl o )o
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Flg. 23.—Circuit for Outside^Aerlal

obtained if they are set at a lower reading, say, 30 to 
40 degrees. If they are used at a lower reading than 
this, distortion and other troubles may result, but the 
main consideration is to set them all alike in 'the first 
instance.
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
Using the Frame Aerial.—Now with the set 

attached to the frame aerial and with the aerial point- 
ing in the direction in which it is lioped to receive (a 
nearby station is the best to commence with), set the 
oscillator coupler at a reading of about 20 degrees and 
the potentiometer mid-way on the resistance wire. If 
the oscillator condenser and the tuning condenser 
knobs are now rotated very slowly signals may be 
heard. The oscillator condenser should be moved only 
about two degrees at a time, and the tuning con
denser moved a whole revolution for each of the set
tings. If no signals are encountered the potentiometer 
should be moved slightly more to the positive side of 
the L.T. battery, and the process repeated. Signals 
may be heard as a slight squeak, and should this occur 
the potentiometer knob should be turned to the posi
tive side, after which the squeak will disappear, and 
the signal may be properly tuned in by slightly varying 
both the tuning condenser and the oscillator condenser.

When maximum results have been obtained, the 
H.F. transformers will require adjustment. Com- 
mencing with the transformer next to the second de
tector, tune this and the next three transformers for 
best results. The oscillator coupler may also be 
slightly altered, also the oscillator condenser and 
tuning condenser.

Searching.—Having succeeded in obtaining clear 
signals from the nearby station, a search may be made 
for stations farther afield. When one of these has 
been found by searching in the manner already 
described, the H.F. transformer condensers should be

i
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TROPADYNE SIX-VALVE SUPER-HET
again varied to obtain the best results on weak signals. 
It will be found that wliereas the timing of the trans- 
formers made very little dilTerence on strong signals, 
they are fairly critical on distant signals, but af ter this 
final setting they need no further adjustment. A note 
should be made of the four dial readings for reference 
in case they should be accidentally shifted at any 
time.

Should the receiver get into a state of oscillation 
which it is not possible to prevent by altering the 
potentiometer, the resistance of the grid leak m should 
be reduced. Yarying the coupling of the oscillator 
coupler may also have a governing eiïect on this oscil
lation. A steady beat note in the receiver indicates a 
broken connection, and this should be traced out and 
reraedied. Inability to tune in speech and remove 
the carrier squeal may be caused by the oscillator 
coupler being too tight, or by sustained oscillations in 
the H.F. amplifier. In the latter case the potentio
meter should be adjusted, and in the former loosening 
the coupling may have the desired result.

When the set is operating satisfactorily it should 
be possible to tune in all B.B.C. main stations on the 
frame aerial without hearing a squeak, the only indica- 
tion of the presence of a carrier wave when modula- 
tion is not taking place at the transmitting station 
being a rustling sound in the phones. The set appears 
to function best in connection with the broadcast band 
of wavelengths, when the oscillator-coupler dial read- 
ing is between 15 and 20 degrees, or when both coils 

almost parallel. The potentiometer will in this

I
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
case be about a third of the total resistance from the
negative si de.

Grid Bias.—The terminal block at the rear of the

set has an extra terminal fitted for the attachment of a 
grid-biasing battery b3 (sec Fig. 19). This is intro- 
duced so that a grid-biasing battery may be used on 
tbc second detector valve at the lower bend of the
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TROPADYNE SIX-VALVE SUPER-HET
cliaracteristic curve in lieu of cumulative grid rectifica- 
tion. With Cossor Wuncell valves, however, this is nofc 
desirable, and cumulative grid rectilication is more 
satisfactory. The terminals 1 and 3 are therefore 
shorted when the grid leak and condenser method of 
detection is employed, the battery having been pre- 
viously removed. When the grid battery is used for 
operating on the lower bend of the curve the grid leak 
and condenser are shorted.

Results. — With the Tropadyne all the B.B.C. 
stations are easily receivable on the small frame aerial, 
such stations as Birmingham, Manchester, Bourne- 
mouth and Cardiiï being at loud-speaker strength in 
London. 2LO is very easily cut right out. Many 
Continental stations have also been received with the 
same arrangement. The wavelength range of the set 
with the frame aerial described is from about 200 to 
600 motres, but if the aerial is made shorter it is 
possible to obtain good reception below this range.

Tuning is very sharp, as no signals will be received 
unless the lieterodyne is al most in tune with the carrier 
of the wanted station. It is here that perhaps the 
operator will be at fault in his first attempts, as it is 
easy to pass over quite a large number of stations with
out ktiowing it. Results on the open aerial are rather 

. marred. by statics and mush, but reception over 
phenomenal distances is easily obtainable. The only 
signals ;which are definitely of an interfering nature 

the broadly-tuned spark signals, but these may 
di.sappear when the receiver is tuned to a C.W. 
.telephony signal.

are
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CHAPTER VI

A Seven-valve Super "het

Although American “ super-het ” components are 
exoeptionally well made and finished, they are not 
always the best from the point of view of the British 
home-constructor. To be more precise, a trouble with 
American intermediate transformers and other ‘ * super- 
het ” accessories is to be found in the fact that they 
do not work efficiently with British valves.

American Components.—American valves and 
those manufactured in this country show widelv 
different characteristics, so that it is not a matter of 
wonder that when an American transformer, designed 
with an impedance suitable for an American valve, is 
used with a British valve the results do not compare 
favourably with those obtained when a British valve 
and transformer are used together.

In the “super-het” described in this chapter, 
components manufactured by some of the most 
prominent British firrns have been used.

The oscillator unit and the high-wavelength H.F. 
transformers are specially made by Radio Instruments, 
Limited.

Components Needed.—A complete list of all the 
apparatus necessary is given below:

1 ebonite panel, 9 in. by 7 in. by A in. thick 
'any guaranteed ebonite will serve); 1 filter (Radio

)
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
Instruments); 4 filament rheostats (Igranic); 1 master 
filament rheostat (Ericsson); 3 matched long-
wave transformers (Radio Instruments); 1 oscillator 
coupler (Radio Instruments); 1 .0005-microfarad
square-law variable condenser (Radio Instruments); 
7 valve bolders (Atliol Engineering); 3 Lmicrofarad

Fig. 26.—Special Cabinet for the Seven-valve Super-het

fixed condensers (Telegrapli Condenser Co.); 1 .002- 
microfarad fixed condenser (Altas); 1 .001-niicrofarad 
fixed condenser; 2 .00025-microfarad fixed condensers 
(Igranic); 2 fixed grid leaks, 1.5 and 2-megohms; 
1 4 to 1 L.F. transformer (Pye); 12 terminals 
(Belling Lee); 1 ebonite terminal strip, 3 in. by 8 in.; 
1 wooden baseboard, 25 in. by 8 in. by £ in. thick; 
1 cabinet.
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
The Cabinet.—In order to keep the panel dimen- 

sions to a minimum and so save considerable expense, 
the cabinet bas been specially designed, and is, as will
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be seen from Fig. 26, a departure from the usual type. 
A dimensioned view is given by Fig. 25 showing the 
construction of the cabinet.
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A SE VEN- VAL VE SUPER-HET
The Panel.—The construction of the set may be 

conveniently started by cutting and drilling the panel 
to the size and dimensions given in the drilling 
diagram (Fig. 29). Only eight holes have to be drilled, 
including those for fixing the panel to the baseboard.

Providcd the panel is obtained from the firm men- 
tioned in the list of components (who stock tlhs size

7" , MATERIALI-
EBOniTEl

V162-a' j

V ---------------

ak"p*':

Fig. 29.—Layout of Front Panel of Seven-valve Super-het

as Standard) 110 cutting will be required, thus saving a 
great deal of time and labour. ri'he edges and corners 
are all trued and squared-up.

A good method of drilling the panel is as follows: 
Cut a piece of paper to the exact dimensions of the 
panel, that is, 7 in. by 9 in., and mark on the paper 
the positions and centres of holes to be drilled. Lay 
the paper flat on the panel and prick through the marks 
on the paper with a sharp steel point.
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A SEVEN-VALVE SUPER-HET
The paper template is then taken off the panel, 

through which holes of the sizes indicated in the lay- 
out are drilled.

Mounting the Components.—The next step in the 
construction is the mounting of the components on 
the panel and on the baseboard. All the main Controls 
—the oscillator control, frame-tuning condenser, 
master filament rheostat—are mounted on the panel 
itself together with the frame aerial terminals. The 
remainder are screwed down to the baseboard in the 
positions shown in the wiring diagram (Fig. 32).

In order to eliminate as far as possible stray 
capacities existing between the wiring, the long-wave 
transformers have been placed in such a manner as to 
allow of the shortest possible connections between grid 
and anode.

Terminals. — For a similar reason the two frame- 
aerial terminals have been mounted on the panel close 
to the tuning condenser and first detector valve.

The remaining ten terminals are mounted on the 
ebonite terminal strip, which is screwed to the back 
edge of the baseboard and projects through the back 
of the cabinet.

Filament Control.—Four rheostats (excluding the 
master rheostat on the panel) are used to control the 
filaments of the seven valves. These rheostats are 
mounted on the baseboard. Before the set is finally 
enclosed in the cabinet they are adjusted to give best 
results, after which the brilliancy of the filaments are 
controlled by the single-master rheostat on the panel.

Wiring.— Having mounted all the components,

!
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A SE VEN- VAL VE SUPER-HET
\wiring may be started. Ifc is advisable to wire np a 

multi-valve set such as this in a sjrstematic manner. 
A simple and convenient method is to divide the pro- 
cess of wiring into three parts—the filament, grid and 
plate circuits—making sure that each part is complete 
before proceeding to the next.

In this manner confusion is avoided, and the risk 
of leaving out or making a wrong connection is 
minimised.

!

No. 18-gauge square-section wire is used for con- 
necting all the components, except for the two wires 
leading to and from the master-filament rheostat, 
which should be of a thicker gauge in order to carry 
(without overheating) the total current consumed by 
all the valves. No. 16-gauge wire would be suitable 
for this purpose.

It will be found that the thinner gauge of wire is 
apt to develop kinks and. bends, spoiling the appear- 
ance of the finished receiver. The wire may be con- 
veniently straightened by clamping one end of a 6-ft. 
lengtli in a vice, holding the other end tightly in a 
pair of pliers and stretching the wire a few inches by 
pulling it. The actual stretching of the wire not only 
takes out all the kinks hut also increases its rigidity.

It will be noticed from Figs. 31 and 33 that the two 
grid leaks and condensers have not been fixed to the 
baseboard, but are supported by the wires to which 
they are connected. As both of these components are 
small and light it is unnecessary to fix them down
rigidly.

The Frame Aerial.—A super - het can produce
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A SEVEN-VALVE SUPER-HET
sei’ious interference within a radius of several railes 
round if used in conjunction with an oufcside aerial, 
but apart from this it will be found that there is not 
much difference in the results obtained with a frame 
aerial and with an outside aerial.

A suitable size of frame is one having 3 ft. sides 
and wound with eight turns of No. 20-gauge wire 
spaced tfr in. apart. The wire should be wound on 
slotted strips of ebonite. Provision should be made 
for the rotation of the frame, as aerials of this type 
possess sharply defincd directive proporties.

Preliminary Tests.—Before attempting to listen-in, 
the valve-filament lighting circuit should be tested for 
continuity and short circuits. It may be found, for 
example, that all the valves light up except one, in 
which case the filament circuit of that valve (including 
the rheostat) should be carefully inspected for some 
break or disconnection.

Before placing all the valves in their sockets it is 
advisable to connect a high-reading voltmeter across 
the filament sockets of eacli valve in turn, having pre- 
viously joined the H.T. battery up to its proper ter
minals. This test will show whether the voltage of 
the H.T. battery is, by some short-circuit or wrong 
connection, applied to the filaments of the valves. 
Having thus made sure that there is no danger of 
burning-out the valves, the set may be connected up for 
listening-in.

Tuning-in.—To listen-in, first adjust the four 
rheostats mounted on the baseboard until a suitable 
filament temperature has been reached. Next search
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
round for signals by slowly rotating the two dials on the 
panel. When signals are received, readjust the four 
filament rheostats and the + H.T. tappings for best 
results.

The filament- temperature subsequently may be 
controlled by the mastel* rheostat mounted on the 
panel.

It will be noticed that the same station may be 
tuned-in at two distinct settings of the oscillator dial, 
this, of course, being due to the oscillations produced 
by the oscillator-valve heterodyne above and below 
the incoming oscillations, as already explained in 
Chapter III."

Always remember to turn the frame aerial so that 
its plane lies in a direct line with the transmitting 
station you wish to receive.

No specific position has been allocated for the filter 
in the foregoing notes. The best position for this 
should be found by experiment. It may take the place 
of any one of tlre I.P. transformers.

On a very short test outside London the main 
B.B.C. stations were received at good strength to- 
gether with several stations in Prance, Germanj', 
Spain, and Holland. The set is extremely simple to 
control once the necessary adjustments have been 
mastered.

A further increase in signal strength and tone will 
be obtained by adjusting the positive wander-plugs 
of the H.T. battery and the negativo wander-plug of 
thé grid-bias battery.
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CHAPTER VII

A Three-unit Super-het

This chapter deals with a very sensitive nine-valve 
supersonic-heterodyne receiver built in tbree distinct 
units (Fig. 34), and was originally described in tbe 
Wireless Magazine as “The Cosmopolitan Nine.”

Tbe advantages obtained from building a super-het 
on this principle are manifold. The tuning Controls 
are located on tbe panel of the first unit, so that once 
tbe filament rheostats of tbe second and third units 
have been turned on, all the operating is confined 
to tbe first unit.

1.—The Oscillator and Detector Unit

Circuit.—Referring to the circuit diagram (Fig. 
35), it will be seen that a special frame aerial is used 
having a tapping. Tbe larger portion of tbe frame 
aerial, between the tapping and one end, constitutes 
tbe actual receiving portion of the aerial, and is 
connected between tbe grid (through the grid con- 
denser) of the valve and L.T. (through a small pick-up 
coil).

The remaining portion of the aerial is connected 
through a small variable condenser to the plate of the 
receiving valve, giving a very smooth reaction control. 

The plate and grid of the oscillator valve are coupled
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
together by two coils, one in each circuit. It is im
portant that these coils are connected the right way 
round, otherwise the valve will not oscillate.
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In order that the frequency of the oscillations 
emitted by this valve may be varied at will, the grid 
coil is tuned by a variable condenser. The small pick- 
up coil inserted in the grid circuit of the detector valve
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
collects the oscillations from the oscillator valve, and 
compounds tliem with those received at the aerial, the 
resultant beat frequency being supplied to the two 
output terminals.

Components Required.—Coming to the 
struction of the first unit (Fig. 36), the following 
components are required: Panel, 12 in. by 7 in.; 2 
valve holders, baseboard mounting (Benjamin); 2

S6
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ii

35-ohm filament rheoslats (Lissen); 2 ,0005-microfarad 
variable condensers (Sterling Miniloss); .0001-micro- 
farad variable condenser (Ormond); .00025-microfarad
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fixed condenser (Dubilier); 4-megolnn grid leak with 
clips (Dubilier); 10 engraved terminals (Belling and 
Lee); 2 ebonite terminal strips, 6J in. by IJ- in. and 
2J- in. by IJ in.; coil panel, 3 in. by 2J in.; 3 coil plugs
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
and sockets, panel monnting; cabinet and baseboard, 
12 in. by 51 in. by § in. tliick (Unica Cabinet Co.).

Mounting the Components.—The panel, which 
should be obtained cut to size if possible, should be 
drilled according to the dimensioned panel-drilling dia
gram (Fig. 37), which shows the positions of the holes

FIg. 38.—Photograph of Oscillator and Detector Unit, showing 
arrangement of Components on Baseboard

to be drilled and their sizes. The positions of the com
ponents and the method in which they are mounted are 
indicated by the back-of-panel photographs (Figs. 38 
and 38a) and the wiring diagram (Figs. 39 and 39a).

The two large variable condensers are mounted 
one on each side of the panel with the small reaction 
variable condenser between them. Underneath, the 
two filament rheostats are mounted.
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET

Having completed this part of the construction, the 
panel, with its mounted components, is left aside until 
the terminal strips and coil-mounting strips have been 
screwed to the back edge of the baseboard and the valve 
bolders and fixed condensers mounted on the baseboard 
in the position shown in Fig. 39.

FIg. 38a.—Photograph showlng Oscillator and “Pick-up” Coils 
in Position

Terminal Strips.—Two terminal strips are re- 
quired, measuring 6J in. by IJ in. and 2J in. by IJ in. 
(Fig. 40). On the larger strip the H.T. and L.T. 
battery terminals are mounted together with the two 
output terminals for connections to the input terminals 
of the second unit.

It will be noticed that there are two H.T. + ter-
89
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
minals, supplying a separate H.T. to the plates of the 
receiving and oscillator valves. This strip is screw-ed 
to the left-hand side of. the back edge of the baseboard 
(looking from the back).

The smaller terminal strip, on which the three

-
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i'4 ! Fig. 40.—Layout of Terminal Stripsi l
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frame-aerial terminals are mounted, is screwed to the 
right-hand back edge of the baseboard.

Between these two strips-a small panel (Fig. 41), 
measuring 3 in. by 2J in., is mounted, carrying the 
three coil plugs and sockets.

Assembly.—The two valve holders are fixed to the 
baseboard in such a position that wlien the valves are 
inserted they fit in comfortably between the two large

c
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET

variable condensors, whilst the grid teak and condenser 
of the receiving valve ore situatcd dircctly underneath 
the frame aerial tuning condenser.

Panel and baseboard may now be fixed together 
by three 1-in. brass wood screws passing throngh holes 
dril led along the bottom edge of the panel and screwing 
into the front edge of the baseboard.

Connecting Up.—Wiring should be carried out 
with a thick gauge of wire. The constructor should

-é—
| U—>j 
-Ó—'y—

Fig. 41. Layout of Coil Strip

carefully follow the wiring diagram (Figs. 39 and 39a), 
which not onty shows the method of connecting up the 
apparatus, hut also indicates in what order the wiring 
should be accomplished. For instance, all those ter
minals marked a should be connected up first; then 
all those marked b, and so on.

Note that the grid leak is not connected in parallel 
with the grid condenser, bilt is joined between the grid 
of the receiving valve and L.T. +.

Connections to the middle plug and socket of the 
three mounted on the small panel at the back of the 
baseboard should be of a tcmporary nature, until ex-
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
periment whicli way round the two wires should be 
connected has beeu carried out.

Coils.—Three coils are required for the oscillator 
valve and coupling, and these are plugged into the 
three plugs and sockets at the back of the baseboard.

The coils required are Nos. 00 and 75, and onc 
having about five complete turns of insulated wire 
(No. 18-gauge d.c.c.) wound in a circular bank and 
tied together with small pieces of string or wire. The 
two ends are connected to a coil mount having the 
usual plug and socket.

The completed coil is inserted into the right-hand 
plug and socket mounted on the small panel (looking 
at the back). Into the middle plug and socket the 
No. 00 coil is inserted, whilst the No. 75 is plngged 
into the left-hand holder.

Testing Completed Unit.—This completes the 
construction of the first unit, all that remains to do 
being the testing. For experimental purposes a fairly 
low-reading milliammeter, reading up to about 10 milli- 
amperes, is required. Such an instrument should be 
connected temporarily between the H.T. terminal sup- 
plying the plate of the oscillator valve (the second 
terminal from the left on the large strip, looking 
from the back) and the positivo tapping on the H.T. 
battery.

A valve is then inserted in the second valve holder 
(the oscillator), and the filament current switched on 
by turning the controlling filament rheostat.

When the coils have been inserted in the sockets, 
the plate current of the valve indicated by the milliam-
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET

meter should be notcd. The Ieads fco tlie middle coil 
bolder should then be reversed and the plate current 
again noted. The higher of the two readings denotes 
that the connections to the middle coil are the right 
way round and that the valve is oscillating.

These connections may now be fixed permanently, 
and, still watching the milliammeter, slowly turn the 
oscillator variable condenser (on the right of the panel) 
throughout its fuil capacity range. If, at any setting, 
the valve ceases to oscillate, the fact will be denoted 
by the sudden decrease in the plate-currcnt value.

If this happens, a slightly larger coil should be 
plugged into the left-hand bolder. Try a No. 100 
instead of the No. 75.

It is most important that the oscillating valve should 
oscillate at every setting of the right-hand variable 
condenser on the panel. It is also important that as 
small a coil as is compatible with the preceding state
ment should be used in the left-hand socket.

Suitable Aerial.—A suitable frame aerial to usc 
in conjunction with this unit is made by winding twelve 
turns of wire on a square frame having sides 2 ft. 6 in. 
in length. Bare copper wire, No. 16 gauge, should be 
used, and the two ends brought down to the two out- 
side aerial terminals.

To the middle aerial terminal a piece of flex with 
a metal clip attached to the free end is connected. The 
clip is clipped on to the frame aerial winding at the 
second or third turn from the end of the winding joined 
to the left-hand aerial terminal (looking from the 
back).

I
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK

Thus, between tlie right-hand and middle terminals 
tlierc are nine or ten turns of frame winding and two 
or three turns between the middle and left-liand 
terminals.

By connecting a pair of phones in the plate circuit 
of the detector valve—that is, between the extreme 
left-liand terminal and the positivo terminal of the 
H.T. battery—it should bc possible to piek up the local

/

iSLOT IM BACK

Fig. 42.—Cafcinet for Oscillator and Detector Unit

station on the frame, provided the distance is not too 
great.

During this test the oscillator valve and the two 
oscillator coils should be removed. Experiments should 
be carried out in this way to bring the receiver valve 
into its most sensitive state.

When the unit lias been tested in this way and 
found to work satisfactorily, it can be placed in the 
cabinet (Fig. 42).
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
2.—The Intermediate-frequency Amplifying Unit

The intermediate-frequency amplifier and second 
detector unit, a most important portion of the receiver 
and one that needs carcful design, is shown in Fig. 43. 
Fig. 44 is the circuit diagram.

Besides the filament rheostats and the potentio- 
meter to check any tendency for the amplifier lo oscil-

*

Fig. 43.—The I.F. Amplifying Unit

late, therc are no tuning Controls, the wavelength of 
the intervalve coupling units being fixed at a definite 
value.

The wavelength of these coupling units is a very 
important factor. Tt is quite possible, for instance, for 
a sensitive set, such as this, to piek up some long- 
wave station in the intermediate-frequency amplifier, 
and as the wavelength of the latter is fixed it would bc 
impossible to tune the station out.
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
The wavelength of the amplifier, therefore, should 

have somc value otlier than that of any of the high- 
power, long-wave transraitting stations.

Moreover, the selectivity of the amplifier must not 
bc too great, nor must the amplification be too low, 
as botli these qualifications are in a sense contradictory.
A happy medium must be found.

To obtain the greatest amplification, the valve must 
work on the portion of the characteristic curve to the 
lelt of the zero grid volts line—that is to say, the grid 
of each valve must have a negative potential.

Valve Stability.—This eau only occur if the valve 
is stable and will not break into oscillation, in which 
case somc form of damping devicc will be required.

It is always safer, of course, to fit a damping poten- 
tiometer, but the amplifier should be so eonstructed 
that the slider of the potentiometer is always at the 
negative end of the resistance winding.

In the amplifier unit described there are five 
valve-coupling units, three of which consist of long- 
wave Ii.F. transformers and the remaining two of 
resistance-capacity units.

Alternate Units.—The units are so arranged that 
the first stage of I.F. amplification contains a trans- 
former, the second stage a resistance-capacity unit, 
the third stage a transformer, the fourth stage a re
sistance-capacity unit, and the last stage a transformer. 
The transformer units are thus separated by a re
sistance-capacity unit.

Each transformer possesses a fixed condenser across 
the prirnary winding, and all are wound to the same
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
wavelength. The resistance-capacity units are more oi 
less aperiodic in their response to H.F. oscillations, 
and they will, therefore, amplify the frequency passed 
on bv the transformers, and will add just sufficiënt 
stability to the whole amplifier to allow the valves to 
give their maximum amplification.

This unit also contains the detector valve, whicli 
foliows the last stage of intermediate-frequency am
plification. The connections of the detector valve are 
normal, and do not require any explanation.

Components.—The components required for the 
construction of the second unit are as follows: Ebonite 
panel, 18 in. by Tin.; terminal strips, 9 in. by IJ in. and 
IJ in. by IJ in.; 3 magnaformers, type A, and 2 magna- 
formers, type B (Burne-Jones); 5 anti-microphonic 
valve bolders (Benjamin); 10 engraved terminals (Beh
ing and Lee); 3 filament rheostats (Lissen); potentio- 
meter (Lissen); 3-megohm grid leak and .0002-micro- 
farad condensor (T.C.C.); baseboard, 18-in. by 6 in. by 
§ in. thiclv; cabinet (Unica Cabinet Co.).

One-hole Fixing.— AU the components mounted 
on the panel, including three filament rheostats and 
one potentiometer, are of the one-hole fixing type, thus 
rendering the drilling of the panel a very simple matter 
(sec Pigs. 45 and 15a).

The potentiometer is mounted centrally at the top 
of the panel and directly below it one of the filament 
rheostats is fixed. On each side of the panel one of • 
the remaining two rheostats is mounted, so that the 
whole presents a symmetrical appearance.

Positions of Holes.—The positions of all the holes
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK ]

to bc drilled and tlieir sizes are shown in Fig. <15. Tt 
will bc noted tbat three holes, drilled along' the bottom 
of the panel, are required for screwing the panel to 
the baseboard. The otlier larger holes are for the 
rheostats and potcntiometer.

After mounting these components the panel is left 
aside, and attention turned to the baseboard, wliicli 
consists of a piece of hardwood measuring 18 in. by 
0 in. by § in. thick.

On the baseboard the valve-coupling units, valvel 
bolders, griel condenser, and leak are mounted in the . 
positions shown in Figs. 45, 46, and 46a.

Terminal Strips.—The large ebonite terminal 
strip carrying the terminals is screwed to the left-hand 
corner of the back edge of the baseboard by means of 
two 1-in. brass wood screws, wbilst the smaller strip, 
on which the two input terminals are mounted, is 
screwed to the right-hand corner.

Full details of the sizes of the terminal strips and 
the positions and dimensions of the holes to bc drilled 
to take the terminals and for attaching the strips to 
the baseboard are shown in Fig. 45.

Assembly.—The valve-coupling units are fixed to 
the baseboard in a row parallel to the panel and close 
to the back edge of the baseboard, exactly as shown. 
Note that the A and B types are mounted alternately,; 
one of the A type being mounted on the right-hand 
side of the baseboard, looking from the back, and next 
to it the B type is mounted, then the A type again,- 
and so on, ending witli another of the B type on the 
left-hand side of the baseboard.

'
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK

Between the coupling units and the panel the valve 
bolders are mounted, also in a row. The disposition of 
these components are shovvn in Figs. 45, 46, and 46a.

Af ter the components have been fixed in their cor
rect positions, the panel and baseboard should be fixed 
together by means of 1-in. brass wood screws passing 
through the holes drilled along the bottom edge of the 
panel, and screwed into the front edge of the base
board.

Wiring.—Wiring may now be started, and for this 
to be accomplislied quickly and easily, good nse should 
be made of the wiring diagram, which not only shows 
the way in which each component is connected np, but 
also affords an indication of the order in which the 
wiring should be carried out.

The terminals of every component are marked with 
a small letter of the alphabet, and the wiring should 
be carried out in the order of the letters. All those 
terminals marked a, for instance, should be wired up 
first with one wire or as few wires as possible. Then 
all those marked b are connected up next in a similar 
fashion, af ter which those marked c, and so on, until 
the wiring is completed.

Final Check.—After a final check of the wiring 
. the amplifier may be placed in its cabinet (Fig. 47). 

With the exception of the dimensions, the genera! de
sign of the cabinet should be on similar lines to that 
housing the first unit.

Slots are cut in the back of the cabinet to allow 
the terminal strips to project through the back of the 

" cabinet.
106 ;
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
Valves.—The next question is one of valves, a 

very important factor in the efficiënt working of an 
intermediate-frequency amplifier. The filament volt
age of the valves must be identical to that of the valves 
used in the first unit.

11' G-volt valves are used in the first unit, then 6-volt

FIg. 47. Cabinet lor I.F. Amplirying Unit

valves must be used in the second unit, and the Osram 
or Marconi DES II.F. type are rccommcnded, both for 
the I.F. stages and for the detector—that is, five DES
H. F. valves. Other good valves that can be recom- 
mended are the Burndept H512 type.

For a 4-volt accumulator the Mullard D PI.F. 
are suggested for the I.F. stages and a D.06 for the 
detector. The Ediswan valves type AR. H.F. for the
I. F. stages and a GP4 for the detector make an 
excellent combination.

For a 2-volt accumulator good results can be
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK

obtained from the Cossor point-one red top for the 
I.F. stages and a plain top 1'or the detector.
Osram DE2 H.F. are also excellent valves.

Operation.—Now we cornc to the opcration of the 
first and second units. The two output terminals of 
the first unit are connected up to the two input ter
minals of the second unit. These connections must not 
oc made haphazardly, but in the correct manner as 
shown in the circuit diagram (Fig. 44).

A pair of phones is connected to the output ter
minals of the second unit, and the H.T. and L.T. 
terminals of both units are joined up to the same H.T. 
and L.T. batteries. Two distinct sets of H.T. and 
L.T. batteries are nol requircd.

Suggested Voltages.—For a trial apply the fol- 
lowing H.T. valves to the plates of the respective 
valves: First unit—Receiving valve, plate voltage 40; 
oscillator valve, plate voltage 80. Second unit— 
Valves with I.F. transformer in plate circuit, plate 
voltage 100; valves with resistance in plate circuit, 
plate voltage 120; detector valve, plate voltage 40.

The above figures were obtained from the original 
set using Osram DES H.F. and DE8 L.F. valves. 
Other tj'pcs of valves will probably require diiïercnt 
voltages.

Turn on all the filament rheostats until the fila- 
ments of the valves reach a suitable tempcrature, and 
turn the slide of the potentiometer until it is right up 
to the negativo end of the resistance winding.

Reaction Condenser.—Place the reaction con- 
denser on the first unit at zero and slowly turn the

The ir
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
two large conclenser dials on the first unit until signals 
are heard. The first station to be tuned in will probably 
be the local one.

If the I.F. amplifier is oscillating this may be 
checked by adjusting the potentiometer. If the latter 
nceds to bc turned a considerable amount thereby 
introducing a damping effect, try reducing the H.T. 
voltage applied to the plates of the I.F. valves.

Everv station should be received on two settings of 
the oscillator dial of the first unit. Incidentally, this is 
an indication that the oscillator is functioning properly.

Signal Strength.—By adjusting the reaction con
densor the signal strength may be greatly increased, 
but care should be taken that the number of reaction 
turns in the frame aerial is not so great that the re- 
ceiving valve refuses to stop oscillating no matter how 
the reaction condenser is adjusted.

The very minimum number of reaction turns should 
be used to give a smooth control by means of the 
condenser.

Constructors should concentrate on obtaining the 
maximum efficiency of the two units. If dissatisfaction 
is feit at the working of the units try various altera- 
tions, sucli as the values of grid leaks, oscillator coils, 
frame aerial windings, etc., until the very best results 
are obtained.

3.—The Low-frequency Amplifying Unit
This unit consists of a two-valve low-frequency 

amplifier, the first stage of which is transformer and 
the second stage resistance-capacity coupled (Fig. 48).
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i

The only confcrol on the panel is a filament rheostat 
which adjusts the filament current of both amplifying 
valves. Immediately below this control is a two-point 
jack into which the loiul-speaker is plugged. The fila
ment rheostat forms a convenient volume control.

Bv using a good make of transformer followed by

I I

i

I
Flg. 48. —Completed L.F. Amplifier Unit

a resistance-capacity unit the best reproduction of 
speech and music is obtained.

Circuit.—It will bc seen front the circuit diagram 
(Fig. 49) that the two input terminals are connected 
to the primary terminals of the transformer, and, when 
wiring up the unit, it should be scen that the platc of 
the detector valve in the second unit is connected to 
the terminal of the transformer marked “platc” in 
this unit.

)
»
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
The secondary terminals of the transformer are 

connected to the grid of the first amplifying valve and 
to a common negative grid-bias tapping.
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In the plate circuit of the first valve the wire-wound 
resistance is inserted, and the coupling condenser bc- 
tween the plate of this valve and the grid of the last 
valve prevents a high positive potential being applied to
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
the grid while, at the sarae time, it allows the passage 
of low-frequency oscillations.

The size of this condcnser is not critical, and it is 
good practice to keep the capacity at as lovv a value 
as is consistent with good results. We have used one 
having a capacity of .05 microfarad.

Two H.T. + tappings are provided, enabling the 
correct voltage being applied to the plate of each valve. 
Each H.T. + tapping and H.T. - is shunted with a 
2-microfarad fixed condenser.

The grid leak, connected to the grid of the last 
valve, should have a lower resistance than is usual 
with H.F. work. To some extent the value depends 
on the capacity of the coupling condenser, but the 
actual value is not very critical, and a leak having a 
resistance of .25 megohm (250.000 ohms) will be found 
satisfactory.

Components.—The componcnts needed for the 
amplifier are as follows: Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 7 in.; 
baseboard, 9 in. by 5J in. by in., and cabinet (Unica 
Cabinet Co.); 30-ohm filament rheostat (Lissen); L.F. 
transformer (Ferranti A.F.3); 2 baseboard-monnting 
valve bolders (Magnum); 60,000-ohm wire-wound anode 
resistance (Varley); .25-megohm grid leak (Dubilier); 
2 2-microfarad fixed condensers (Dubilier); .05-micro- 
farad fixed condenser (Dubilier); 2-point jack and plug 
(Bowyer - Lowe); .001-microfarad fixed condenser 
(Dubilier); 9 engraved terminals (Belling and Lee); 
ebonite terminal strip, 9 in. by 2 in.

Drilling the Panel.—Four holes only are to be 
drilled through the panel (Fig. 50), one for the filament
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FIg. 50.—Combined Panel Layout and Wlrlng Diagram 
o! L.F. Amplifler Unit
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
rheostat, oue for the jack, and two Tor fixing the-panel 
to the baseboard. The dimensions of tlie holes and 
their positions are clearly indicated.

Assembly.—On the baseboard the transformer 
(scc Fig. 51) is mounted on the right (looking at the 
back) and the two 2-microfarad fixed condensers on the

Fig. 51.—Photograph showing Dlsposition of Components In $ 
L.F. Amplifler Unit

left. The two valve bolders are mounted directly in 
front of the transformer and fixed condensers and close 
to the back edge of the baseboard, while the anode 
resistance, coupling condenser and grid leak are seen 
between these components, in the centre of the base
board.

Terminal Strips.—Along the back edge of the 
baseboard the terminal strip is mounted, carrying the
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A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
nine terminals. Reading from lelt to right these ter
minals are as follows: H.T.+1 (supplying the last 
valve), H.T. + 2, H.T. - , L.T.+, L.T. - , grid bias - , 
grid bias +, input +, input -.

Wiring.—Wiring is quite simple, and should be 
tackled in conjunction witli the wiring diagram 
(Fig. 50). Tbis diagram is sufficiënt in itself, and any 
explanation as to how the wiring is carried out is 
superfliious.

The grid leak should be fitted iuto two metal clips 
and the connecting wires should be soldered to them. 
Tf thick-gauge wire is uscd for connecting purposes, 
tbere is no need to fix the grid leak either to the panel 
or baseboard. The wiring itself is sufficiënt to hold it 
in place. In any case, the connecting wires must on 
no aecount be soldered direct to the metal clips of tbc 
leak itself or the latter may be damaged.

The small ,001-microfarad condenser shunted 
across the loud-speaker jack may also be held in 
position by the wiring.

When the wiring bas been completed the unit 
should be placed in the cabinet (Fig. 52).

Valves.—The next point is the important one of 
the choice of valves. For a 6-volt accumulator the 
constructor can do no better than use the Osram or 
Marconi DE8 L.F. followed by a DE5A or an LS5A 
for the last stage.

For a 4-volt accumulator the Mullard PM4 and 
D.P425 are recommended, whilst with a 2-volt accumu
lator the Cossor Stentor valves or the Mullard PM1 
L.F. and PM2 will give excellent results.

XI5



PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK
H.T. Supply.—The H.T. voltage which will be 

applied to the plates of these valves will depend on the 
type of valve used, but the constrnctor is recommended 
to buy a 120-volt battery tapped in steps of 2 or 3 
volts—this will bc sufficiënt to supply all nine valves.

Fig. 52.—Cablnet !or Ampllfler Unit

An accumulator H.T. battery should, if possible, be 
used, but if a dry-cell type of battery is obtained one 
of extra large capacity is practically essential. It will 
be realised that the total plate cnrrent of nine valves 
may be considerable, adding with certain valves to 
something over 50 milliamperes (.05 ampere), a current 
which would put considerable strain on a small dry 
battery.

Completing the Receiver.—Assuming that the 
two units previously described are by now in good

ix6



A THREE-UNIT SUPER-HET
working order, all that remains to be done is to connect 
the output terminals of the second unit (containing 
the I.F. and detector valves) to the input terminals of 
this unit.

Make sure that the plate of the detector valve of the 
second unit is connected to the “input - ” of the 
third unit.

Inscrt the valves, turn the rheostat until the fila- 
mtönts reach a suitable temperature, and tune-in any 
station on the first unit. Now adjust the tappings on 
the H.T. battery and the grid-bias battery until the 
maximum volume is obtained together with a mini
mum of distortion.

I!7



CHAPTER VIII

An Ultradyne Eight-valver

An unlimited receiving range, remarkable volume, dis- 
tortionless reproduction, compactness, case of control, 
and selectivity—these are the features of the super- 
het described in this chapter. And the cost of 
making it is approximatcly .-£20 (excluding valves and 
batteries).

A great deal of time and trouble lias been expended 
in producing this really efficiënt “ super-liet.” It was 
decided, for instance, that a very convcnient and, 
indeed, the logical method of constructing a set of this 
type so as to avoid the use of large, expensive ebonite 
panels housed in long, coffin-shaped cabinets, would be 
to build the receiver in tiers or “ steps,” each step 
comprising a special unit of the receiver.

Sequence of Operation.—The apparatus on the 
lowest step, for instance, receives the incoming oscil- 
lations, and heterodynes them, producing oscillations 
of a lower frequency; these lower frequency oscilla
tions are amphfied and rectified by the apparatus on 
the second or middle step.

They then pass up to the top step, where the recti
fied oscillations are amplified by low-frequency ampli- 
fiers and pass through the loud-speaker.

Thus the three phases of supersonic-heterodyne
118
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AN ULTRADYNE EIGHT-VALVER
reception are carried out on the three steps. This 
system makes for extreme compactness without loss in 
efficiency.

The Cabinet.—The set is enclosed in a polished 
maliogany cabinet, having the dimensions shown in

B
5
16

:
;

s*

Fig. 56.—The Cabinet

Fig. 50. The panel covers the two side pieces and 
does not fit in fiush. A strip of wood is provided at 
the top so that plenty of room is allowed for the inser- 
tion of the two L.F. valves on the top step. A slot 
is cut out of the back of the cabinet at the bottom so 
that the terminal strip (Fig. 54) screwed to the back of 
the baseboard can project through fiush with the back.
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK

Components.— The components required are given 
in the following list:

Ebonite panel, 12 in. by 14 in. by -&■ in. (American 
Hard Rubber Company); 2 filament rheostats (Radio
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Fig. 57.—Layout of Front Panel

Instrument Duostats); potentiometer (Igranic); 2 
L.F. transformers, ratios 2 to 1 and 4 to 1 (B.T.H.); 
2 .0005-microfarad variable condensers (Newey); 
D.P.D.T. lever switch (Burndept); 5-point push-pull 
switch (Lissen); supersonic heterodyne kit; including
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AN ULTRADYNE EIGHT-VALVER
oscillator coils, filter, .0005-microfarad fixed condenser 
and 3 I.F. transformers (Bowyer-Lowe); 8 baseboard-

Flg. 58. Back ol Front Panel of the Eight-valve Super-het before
Wlring

mounfcing valvc-holders (Pcto-Scott); 2 .0003-micvo- 
farad grid condensors (Dubilier); 2 grid leaks, 5 
ïnegobins and 2 megohms (Dubilier); 2 .006-micro-

*23
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PRACTICAL SUPER-HET BOOK

farad fixed condensers (T.C.C.); .001-microfarad fixed 
condenser (Watmel); .002-microfarad fixed condenser 
(T.C.C.); 3 1-microfarad fixed condensers (T.C.C.); 
double-range voltmeter, reading 0 to 6 and 0 to 120 
volts (Sifara); milliammeter reading 0-10 milliamperes 
(Sifam); 8 terminals (Belling Lee); polished maho- 
gany cabinet (Caxton Wood Turner}7 Company); frame 
aerial (Success Collapsible type); 3 boards, 12 in. by 
lij in. by £ in. thick, 8 in. by 11J in. by £ in. thick, 
and 5 in. by 11J in. by £ in. thick; piece of wood, J in. 
square section, 5 ft. long; ebonite terminal strip, 
lij in. by 3 in. by £ in. thick (Paragon); plug and jack 
(General Eadio).

Preparing the Panel.—The panel 
Standard size, needs no cutting, so that drilling may 
be started immediately. Two large holes are required 
for the mounting of the flush-type voltmeter and 
ammeter seen at the top of the panel in Figs. 53 
and 58.

I

which is a

These holes may be made by means of a special 
cutter or by the following method: Mark on the panel 
the centres of the two holes, and by means of pointed 
steel dividers draw out the exact sizes. Concen- 
trically with, and inside each of these circles, draw 
another circle having a diameter less by J- in. than the 
outer circles.

A large number of holes should then be drilled,
A -fa-in.having their centres on the inner circle. 

twist drill should be used, and the holes should be close 
to each other so that consecutive holes are separated
by a very thin piece of ebonite.
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AN ULTRADYNE EIGHT- VAL VER|
By means of a sharp knife, or, better still, a fret- 

saw blade, the entire centre piece of each outer circle 
can be cut. The holes, of course, will present a jagged 
appearance, but this can be remedied by carefully 
smoothing the points off by filing with a half-round file.

It is better to make the holes a tight fit for the 
instruments than to have the former so large that the 
latter can easily fall in or out.

Arranging the Components.—The instruments are 
then placed in position and the centres of the three 
holes in each of the flanges of the meters marked 
through on to the panel. With the exception of the 
Burndept switch and the Igranic potentiometer the 
remainder of the components mounted on the panel 
are of the one-hole fixing type. Mounted on the 
bottom of the panel are the two variable condensers, 
of the low-loss type. Both sets of plates move—the 
entire movement requiring a 360-degree movement of 
the dial.

On the centre of the panel is mounted the potenti
ometer, with a filament rheostat on each side, whilst at 
the top in the centre the Burndept switch is mounted 
with the voltmeter and ammeter, one on each side.

A little lower down between the potentiometer and 
the switch the phone jack and the Lissen push-pull 
switch are mounted on opposite sides of the vertical 
centre line of the panel. Photographs (Figs. 60 
to 63) are given showing how the components are 
fixed, and the relative position of each to the others.

The Framework.—Attention must be turned next 
to the construction of the wooden framework on which

i
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the components are mounted. Beferring back to the 
list of components it will be seen that three boards are 
required. These boards are mounted on top of cach

Flg. 60.—Illustration showing Components and Wiring

other—the largest at the bottom and the smal lest at 
the top, thus forming a series'of “ steps.”

At the two adjacent corners on the longer si de of 
each board a rebate is made that measures i in. by 
i in, This allows each board to fit close to the panel
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between the two upright wooden -J-in. square battens. 
An illustration of the framework is given in Fig. 55.

Fig. 61.—The Valves In Positlon

The best method of constructing the framework 
and mounting the components is as follows: Screw the 
panel with its wooden supporting uprights to the 
lowest and largest board. Next, mount the second
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board temporarily on to the panel and the two 4-in. 
wooden supporting uprights.

The First Step.—The oscillator coils, filter, first 
detector and oscillator valve holders, grid leak and con- 
denser, and the three 1-microfarad fixed condensers, 
are so arranged on the lowest board that they do not 
foul the second board.

An indication of the positions of these components 
is given in Figs. 64 and 65. They should be screwed 
down by small brass wood screws.

The Terminal Step.—The ebonite terminal strip is 
then screwed to the back edge of the bottom board.

Befóre proceeding any further with the eonstruc- 
tion the second board should be removed and the 
variable condensers wired to the oscillator coils and 
frame-aerial terminals respectively, and all the com
ponents mounted on the bottom board wired lip as far 
as possible.

The Second Step.—The second board, forming the 
second step, is next screwed to the panel uprights, the 
panel, and to the 4-in. wooden supporting pieces, as 
shown in Fig. 55.

On the second step are mounted four valve holders, 
the three I.F. transformers, two .006-microfarad fixed 
condensers, and the second detector valve’s grid leak 
and condenser. The four valve holders are screwed 
down along the back edge of the second step so that 
the valves, when inserted in the sockets, do not touch 
the top step.

If the components on the panel have been mounted 
according to the panel-drilling diagram (Fig. 57), it
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will be found that the two filament rheostats and the 
potentiometer clear the top of the second board.

As in the case of the bottom step, the wiring of the 
second step should be completed as far as possible 
before proceeding to the top and last step.

The Third Step.—The top step is fixed in a similar 
manner to the middle step, the board being supported 
at the back by two wooden pieces f in. square and 4 in. 
in length, and is screwed to the panel and the panel 
uprights at the front.

On the top step the two L.F. transformers, two 
valve holders and a .002-microfarad condenser are 
mounted. The .001-microfarad condenser connected 
across the primary of the first L.F. transformer (ratio 
4 to 1) is not screwed down, but rests on the top of the 
transformer and is held in position by the wiring.

In bet ween the L.F. transformers the first low- 
frequency valve holder is screwed to the panel, whilst 
the second L.F. valve, which can be brought in or out 
of circuit by the double-pole switch, is mounted 
directly behind the milliammeter.

The wiring of the top step may now be completed.
It should be noted that in the entire wiring of the 

receiver no wires (with the exception of the two grid- 
bias fiexible leads) run without an intermediate con- 
nection from the bottom step to the top. Hence the 
wiring throughout can be neatly done step by step. 
Seven wires are connected from the bottom stop to the 
second, and three wires, excluding grid-bias connec- 
tions, from the second to the top step.

Grid~bias Leads.—Grid-bias leads are made with
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fiex of sufficiënt length to be connected to a grid-bias 
battery placed out of the way under the second step.

The Voltmeter Connection.—A little difficnlty may

Fig. 62.—First and Second Steps in Position before Wiring

be experienced in wiring up the push-pull switch 
operating the double-range Sifam voltmeter, whicli 
possesses a common negative terminal.

It will be noticed that in the wiring diagram show- 
ing this switch the soldering lug,-whicli is not attached
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to a spring contact, is connected to the middle terminal 
of the voltmeter. If the actual switch is placed in a 
similar position to that shown in the diagram and the

i

FIg. 63.—First and Second Steps and Front Panel In Position

connections made in the same manner, the difficulty
may be easily overcome.

Another point arises in connection with the oscil- 
lator coupling. There are four terminals on this
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coupling marked 1, 2, 3 and 4 (the marks are on the 
side of the ebonite former).

Polarity and Coupling.— To ensure that the 
polarity of the coupling is correct and that the proper 
coil is connected up, the terminal marked 1 is joined 
to + H.T.; 2 is joined to the plate of the oscillator 
valve; 3 to the grid óf the same valve and also to + of 
the filter, and 4 is joined to - filament. The oscilla- 
tor-tuning condenser is connected across 3 and 4.

Preliminary Tests.—Before connecting up the set 
to the oxternal apparatus for a preliminary trial, it is 
advisable to test through the H.T. and L.T. connec- 
tions to ensure there is no possible danger of damaging 
the vaives.

This should be done as follows: Place all the vaives 
in tlieir sockets and connect the accumulator H.T. - , 
and each of the H.T. + terminals in turn. If the 
vaives light up there is a short-circuit between one of 
the H.T. + and L.T. +. This must be located and 
remedied before anything else is done.

Now take all the vaives out and connect the accu
mulator to the L.T. terminals with a flashlamp bulb 
or a voltmeter in series. If any short-circuit exists 
between L.T. + and L.T. -, the fact will be demon- 
strated by the lighting up of the bulb or the movement 
of the voltmeter needle.

Tuning-in.— Having made sure that everything is 
all right, the set may be connected up to the frame 
aerial, phones, H.T., L.T., and grid-bias batteries.

Put the Burndept switch lever in the 
position, thereby cutting out the last stage of L.F.

< < down
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amplification. Turn the two rheostat knobs until 
the filament voltmeter registers the voltage recom- 
mended by the valve mannfacturers.

Now turn the potentiometer knob one way or the 
other so that the set is just short of the oscillating 
point. This point is denoted by a slight “ hiss ” in 
the phones.

Set the frame-tuning condenser at about ISO 
degrees, that is, with the plates half interleaved. 
Slowly rotate the oscillator-condenser dial (the right- 
hand dial) until signals are heard.

The adjustment of this control is very critical and 
requires a great deal of care.

Now slowly rotate the frame aerial, when it will 
be found that signals are stronger with the plane of 
the frame pointing towards the station that is being 
received. Leave the frame pointing in this direction 
and bring the received signals up to maximum strength 
by careful readjustment of the frame-tuning condenser, 
the potentiometer, and the oscillator condenser.

It will be noticed that the potentiometer gives a 
very smooth reaction effect.

Adjusting the H.T.—Next, adjust the wander- 
plugs on the H.T. battery until best results are 
obtained. Any slight distortion can be cured by 
applying a larger negative grid-bias potential to the 
grid of the L.F. valve. A grid-bias voltage of about 
3 or 4J volts will be found suitable if 100 volts or over 

applied to the plates of the L.F. valves. The 
correct H.T. voltages can only be found by experi
ment.

are
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If greater volume is required the last valve may be 
brougkt into circuit by placing the Burndept switch 
lever in the “ up ” position. It may be necessary to 
readjust the voltage applied by the grid-bias battery.

Purpose of the Milliammeter.—The milliammeter 
connected in series with the phones shows the current 
flowing in the plate circuit of the last valve. The 
needle of the milliammeter should keep quite steady. 
If it fluctuates this is an indication that distortion is 
present, and the grid-bias voltage should be adjusted 
until the needle becomes steady.

The H.T. voltage on the L.F. valves should not 
be increased just for the saké of obtaining a very high 
reading on the milliammeter. A very large plate 
current does not necessarily mean a large output of 
volume.

It will be noticed, for instance, that with no nega- 
tive voltage on the grid of the L.F. valves the milliam
meter will give the highest reading, and reproduction 
will be great in volume but distorted.

With the application of negative grid bias the plate 
current will be decreased and consequently the milli
ammeter will register a lower reading. The volume, 
however, will still remain the same, and reproduction 
will be much better in tonal quality.

Having adjusted every control until the best results 
are obtained, it is recommended that a note be taken 
of the position of each control and the readings given 
by the voltmeter and milliammeter.

Voltmeter Switch.—By pushing the voltmeter 
switch in, the voltmeter will register the voltage applied

\

!

\
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to the filaments of all the valves except the L.F. 
amplifiers.

With the same switch pulled out the voltmeter 
shows the value of the H.T. voltage applied to the 
plates of the L.F. valves.

Casing the Set.—The set may now be placed in its 
cabinet and the external apparatus connected to the 
terminal strip projecting through the back. Owing to 
the special construction of the set it will be found tbat 
the valves can be easily inserted or withdrawn from 
the top.

Results.—Perhaps the most outstanding feature of 
this receiver is the ease of control. The potentiometer 
gives an excellent control of oscillation, and, indeed, 
the whole set lias a particularly smooth “ feel ” about
it.

Approximately seven miles from 2 L O Cardilï could 
be received on tbe loud-speaker with no tracé of 
London in the background. By the careful adjust- 
ment of the potentiometer and the two variable con- 
densers most of the main B.B.C. stations were re
ceived on the loud-speaker. Birmingham, Glasgow, 
Bournemouth, and, of course, London were received 
with tremendous volume. Of the Continental stations,. 
L’Ecole Supérieure, Madrid, Brussels, Oslo, and five 
German stations were received with beautiful clarity. 
Several other stations were also logged, but the 
operator, who was not a linguist, was unable to identify 
them. Only when exceptional volume was required 
was it found necessary to use both stages of L.F. 
amplification.
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Eigiit-yalve set, 118 
Fading, 43
Faults, remedying, 40 
Filament coutrol, 77 
Filter, use of, 21 
Frame aerial, 8, 58, 95 
----------- , using, 64
Grid bias, 66
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H.T., adjusting, 335 
Harmonie reception, 36
Interference witli super-liet, 38
Milliammeter, purpose of, 138
Noises, 44, 45, 46, 47, J8
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Oscillator, 12, 83. 88, 89 
----- coupler, 55

Receiver, noisy, 33 
Rheostat troublcs, 47
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Seven-valve super-het, 68 
Short-wave working, 36 
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83
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